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1. Introduction The test gas flow, which typically consists of air or ni-
In the previous lecture, the issues related to arcjet flow trogen, is then added and the arc current is adjusted
modeling were introduced, and the limitations of con- to achieve the desired test conditions. Within the arc
ventional instrumentation in addressing these issues heater, the incoming test gas flow is heated by the elec-
were discussed. The general level of understanding of trical discharge to a level that causes substantial dis-
the arcjet flows was seen to preclude the use of arcjets sociation of the molecular species. The argon stream
as aerothermodynamic test facilities beyond the cur- used to initiate the arc is maintained during operation
rent role in aerothermal material testing, despite their and an additional argon stream is injected in the down-
long test duration capability. In this section, the focus stream electrode package to minimize erosion. This
will be on new developments in spectroscopic instru- electrode package also serves as a plenum that reduces
mentation and techniques that can be brought to bear the gas velocity before it enters the nozzle. The flow
on the fundamental problem of arcjet stream charac- is then accelerated to high velocity through a conical,
terization. Although a wide selection of arcjet facilities converging-diverging nozzle. Owing to the decrease in
were introduced in the previous section, the discussion density during the expansion, the collision frequency
of nonintrusive diagnostic instrumentation will be re- decreases rapidly in the nozzle and the thermochemi-
stricted to the large-scale, segmented, constricted-arc cal state of the flow departs from equilibrium. At some
heater facilities that are most widely used in thermal point in the nozzle, depending on the test conditions,
protection material testing for aerospace applications, the flow chemistry becomes frozen, and remains frozen

through the remainder of the expansion. Various noz-
After a brief review of the important features of arcjet zle sections can be used to provide expansion ratios
flows, the topic of nonintrusive, optical diagnostics is ranging from 64 to 576. The flow exits the nozzle and
introduced with a discussion of some of the basic as- continues expanding into a cabin where material tests
pects of radiative transitions. The lecture is then or- are conducted. Material samples are typically inserted
ganized into two sections covering emission measure- into the stream ;36 cm downstream of the nozzle exit.
mnents and laser-induced fluorescence measurements. Test Chamber

Emission measurements are presented next for differ-
ent regions of arcjet flows, while the fluorescence mea- AirorNitrogen Stream Bow

surements are presented for the free stream region only. Electrode 44 44 4 44 Elect~roidie.1,Shc

Summaries are given for each of the two main sections,
Argonand observations on arcjet characterization by optical Start

diagnostics in general are given at the end. + Cooling Water

Characterization of arcjet flows involves determining ow
the thermodynamic state of the test gas. To do this
in any particular flow region requires an evaluation of Fig. 1 Schematic of the NASA Ames AHF Arcjet.
the distribution of energy among the kinetic, chemical, The constrictor chamber pressure and arc current are
and thermal modes of the gas, which also quantifies adjusted to achieve the desired operating condition,
the degree of departure from thermochemical equilib- which is usually defined by a predetermined surface
rium. As opposed to other high enthalpy groun.d-test temperature or heat flux level impinging on the test
facilities, the total enthalpy of an arcjet flow is not article. Test durations of up to 20 minutes are pos-
always known, so characterization will also involve de- sible, depending on the particular conditions. Dur-
termining the total enthalpy. Although the measure- ing the tests, the stagnation pressure, cabin pressure,
ment objectives can be clearly and simply stated, the and arc heater conditions are continuously monitored.
nonequilibrium nature of typical arcjet flows makes Stagnation-point heating and pitot pressure measure-
arcjet characterization difficult to accomplish by re- ments are typically performed during a run to ver-
quiring measurements of multiple species and multiple ify test conditions. These measurements are also fre-
temperatures in addition to the flow velocity. quently used to determine the stream enthalpy based

on an empirical correlation for stagnation point heat-
1.1 Ames AHF Arcjet Facility ing. The limitations of this approach for characteriz-

The Aerodynamic Heating Facility (AHF) Arcjet at ing the arcjet stream were discussed in the previous
lecture.

NASA Ames Research Center is one example of a

large-scale, constricted-arc heater test facility. It con- The general state of arcjet stream characterization in
sists of a segmented, constricted-arc heater, a conical the early 90's was sulmnarized in an excellent and
nozzle section, and a test cabin.' The arrangement of thorough review article by Scott.2 Both conventional
these components is shown in Fig. 1. Facility opera- instrumentation and nonintrusive, spectroscopic tech-
tion is initiated by evacuating the arcjet facility and niques that were being developed for arcjet flow char-
then striking an arc in a low-pressure argon stream. acterization were critically reviewed in the article.
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Particular attention was given to how various diagnos- For absorption and emission, the photon energy
tic techniques could be used to characterize the most matches the difference between the two internal
important stream variables: enthalpy and the degree (atomic or molecular) states connected by the radia-
of nonequilibrium. Instead of revisiting all of the in- tive transition,
strumental approaches that have been used for making
measurements in arcjet flows, this lecture will focus on hv = E- , (1)
recent developments in nonintrusive optical techniques
that have been implemented in large-scale arcjet facil- where h is the Planck constant and v is the transi-
ities. Progress made in arcjet characterization using tion frequency. For atomic species, the energies corre-
these optical diagnostics will be discussed in detail. spond to electronic levels directly, while for molecules

the upper and lower state energies are comprised of
1.2 Nonintrusive Diagnostics electronic, vibrational, and rotational terms,

Stated in the most general terms, optically based, non-
intrusive diagnostic strategies attempt to determine
flow or thermodynamic properties from an analysis of where v and J are the vibrational and rotational quan-
light that is emitted from either a thermally-induced tum numbers, respectively. For diatomic molecules
or laser-induced process. Optical techniques have been tha numoed sp ly For diato rs theculeused for many years in spectroscopic investigations and that are modeled simply as vibrating rotators the vi-
usedforospanyyediagnostin sppicatronsc c istio ns thearnr brational and rotational term energies are represented
aerospace diagnostic applications. Most of the earlier by polynomial expansions 7 that take into account in-
applications involved radiative emission and absorp- teractions between these energy modes,
tion in addition to interferometric and shadowgraph t iswths energ mod
instrumentation. In fact, early in the development Gv , +1 w~,v+12
stage of large-scale arcjet facilities, emission spec- G(v) 2w(v + -)) -
troscopy was investigated as a means for characteriz-2 (3)
ing a nitrogen shock-layer flow. 3 Newer spectroscopic + weye(v + 3) +
diagnostic techniques that take advantage of recent

advances in laser instrumentation are gaining wider 1
acceptance in the aerospace ground-test community.4  F(J) = [B, - a,(v + j]( + 1)
Much of the development of these instruments, par- - [De + (v + )J2(J + 1)2 + (4)
ticularly those based on laser spectroscopy, has been [ 2

driven by research into combustion processes. 5  For most species of interest related to arc-heated or

Although all of the nonintrusive diagnostic techniques shock-heated air, the vibrational and rotational con-
that will be discussed in this paper are derived from stants (w.,,B,,D 6,a 6 , fj) in the above expressions,
the same physical principles, each technique will be and in higher order terms, are accurately known. Rec-
examined separately. In addition, mathematical de- ommended constants for many diatomic species are
scriptions will be given to illustrate the relation be- given in Huber and HerzbergS, while Laux 9 has a com-
tween the measured quantity and the flow variables. pilation of more recently reported constants for high
To do this adequately requires a brief examination of temperature air.
background material that will be common "to all of the The amount of light absorbed or emitted by atoms or
techniques. More information on basic principles and molecules in a particular energy level depends on the
on specific diagnostic techniques can be found in books population in that particular level. If the system is
by Eckbreth5 and Demtrhder 6 . in thermal equilibrium, then the populations of atoms

Background Physics - Atoms and molecules have or molecules in the energy levels follow a Boltzmann
discrete, quantized energy levels. For atoms, these en- distribution, 10

ergy levels are only electronic, while molecules have
rotational and vibrational energy levels in addition to g=e(-Et(kT)
the electronic energy levels. If certain selection crite- N2 = N i gie(_EilkT) ()
ria, which are established from quantum mechanical
considerations, 7 are met, then atoms and molecules where gi is the level degeneracy. The summation in
can undergo radiative transitions between these levels, the denominator is over all energy levels, and it is
These transitions can involve the. scattering, absorp- called the partition function, Q = L--igie(-Et/kT)"
tion, or emission of a photon. Because applications of For molecules, the total partition function can be ex-
optical diagnostics to arcjet stream characterization is pressed as the product of the partition functions for
a major focus of this paper, only processes involving the individual internal energy modes,
photon emission and absorption will be considered fur-
ther. Q=QRQvQE (6)
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An approximate closed form expression for the vibra- the measured parameter to a particular variable is re-
tional partition function is flected in the value of the partial derivative taken with

respect to that variable in the above expression.
Qv (1- e-O/T)- , (7) Some contributions, such as uncertainties in spec-

troscopic constants, are evaluated analytically, whilewhere Ov = hcw6/k is the characteristic vibrational others, such as unresolved background signal contri-

temperature1 0 of the particular molecule under consid- others, as e solved numeround sina ctri-

eraion c s te pee ofligt, ndk i th Botzmnn butions, are evaluated numerically using a spectral
eration, c is the speed of light, and k is the Boltzmann model. Detailed discussions of the uncertainty esti-
constant. For room temperature and higher, an ap- mates are given in each of the referenced publications
proximate closed form expression can also be derived that describe a particular experiment. The impor-
for the rotational partition function, tance of estimating uncertainties for the measured val-

T ues cannot be understated, since knowledge of the un-
QR = T-'. (8) certainty values guides the use of the measurements

and informs improvements in instrumentation and di-

where 0,. = hcB/k is the characteristic rotational tem- agnostic approach.

perature of the molecule, and o- = 1 or 2 depending 2. Emission Measurements in Large-Scale Arc-
on whether the diatomic molecule is heteronuclear or jet Facilities
homonuclear.

With the aid of these expressions for partition func- Emission measurements are the simplest optically

tions, analytic expressions for the fractional popula- based, nonintrusive diagnostics that can be used in ar-

tions in particular rotational (J) and vibrational (v) cjet test facilities. These measurements are truly non-

levels can be written as intrusive, since only light is taken from the flowfield.
No external mechanism is invoked to populate excited

Nj _u(2J + ij0, Iatomic or molecular states that would lead to observ-

N ( T e~j(j+i)9r/T T() able radiative transitions. Rather, thermal excitation
within the flow region continuously replenishes popu-

if nuclear spin degeneracy is ignored, and lations in radiating electronic levels for the constituent
atoms and molecules. This excitation mechanism nec-

Nv = e_-v0/T( I eO6/T) (10) essarily constrains measurable populations to regions

N having sufficient thermal excitation, such as shock lay-
ers over test articles placed in the stream and regions

It should be noted that Eqs. (5), (9), and (10) govern within and adjacent to the arc heater.
the population distributions of atoms and molecules
under thermal equilibrium conditions. By inspection 2.1 Emission Spectroscopic Measurements
of the exponential terms, it is apparent that the higher When the spontaneous emission rate for a particular
energy levels become substantially populated only at radiative transition, At, is known, then the radiant
very high temperatures. power density emitted by a unit volume of gas can be

Uncertainty in Measured Quantities - Both ap- expressed as
proximate and exact analytical expressions are devel-
oped in subsequent sections to relate particular flow
properties to either emission or LIF signals. In addi- where na, is the number density of the emitting level.
tion to illustrating how a particular flow property is The spectral power density of spontaneous emission
measured, these expressions provide a means for es- can be obtained by multiplying the above expression
timating the sensitivity of the optical signal to that by a line-shape function, O(A),
flow property, which is then used to determine the un-
certainty. All flow properties determined from optical EX = n.Au.hvu•0(A)/4r (13)

measurements in this paper include estimates of the where O(A) is defined such that
experimental uncertainty. These estimates are derived
from the combined effect of multiple, statistically in- O+ d
dependent contributions, which is expressed asJ. 9dA = 1.

M 2 + m 2 + 1 An optically thin gas, which has negligible self-
a (= v •awl ) +( '2 ) +... , (11) absorption, is essentially emission dominated. For this

special case, stimulated emission is also negligible and
where M! = f(W 1 , WV2, ... ) and a represents the un- the specific intensity (also called spectral radiance) is
certainty in a particular parameter. Sensitivity of given by the integral of the spectral power density over
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an optical path, which might be defined by a line-of- evidenced by the band structure at the shorter wave-
sight, as lengths, and from atoms, which appear as isolated lines

IX= L with increasing intensity at longer wavelengths. There
Ix1=E0 dl is also an underlying background emission that is at

least partly due to bound-free continuum emission,
This latter quantity, the specific intensity, is the quan- and there may possibly be some black-body emission
tity actually measured by a radiometric sensor (after collected from reflections of the arc in the constrictor
applying a slit or filter function). Note that the expres- region. It will be useful to refer to this spectrum as the
sions above apply only to atomic and bound-bound relationships between atomic and molecular emission
molecular radiative transitions. If significant absorp- and thermodynamic properties are developed below.
tion is occurs within the observation volume, then the

40-
combined effects of stimulated absorption and emis- 6,
sion must be taken into account, and the radiative <30 - _ "

transport equation takes on a more complex form,1  a) -1

jL "- Io 0-
I 2400 2600 2800 3000 3200 3400 3600 3800

Wavelength (Angstrmno)

where ax is the effective volumetric absorption coeffi- -o-
cient that includes stimulated emission and absorption 8

and Bx is the Planck function. 0 6- Z

For either case, quantitative emission measurements
require that the detection system be calibrated with -E
standard spectral lamps. Also, for both cases the in- 0 42,0 4600 400 500 520 5400 5600

tensity measured by the detector is integrated along Wavelength(Angstmins)

the optical path and spatial resolution in the line-of- 20-

sight direction is therefore lost. ` 15-

An emission dominated, optically thin gas and an c) o
isotropic emitting volume with constant properties
represents an optimal diagnostic situation for emission 4
measurements, since the light levels can be interpreted 50 o 60 6400 6600 680 200 7200
directly in terms of the local thermodynamic proper- Wavelength(Angstmi..)

ties of the emitting volume. Generally, this is not the 400-

case even when the gas is optically thin; usually there 300.
are spatial property gradients along the viewing direc- E. j
tion and the recorded emission signal represents the d) ° 2

intensity-weighted integral sum of the emitted light.' 2 " -

For the worst case, which is also quite common, gradi- 010 < 1 <

ents along the line of sight and self-absorption in the 0 - . . . . .
optically thick gas require a solution of the radiative 7400 7600 7800 8000 8200 8400 8600 8000 0000Wavelength (Angstrmis)

transport equation with a numerical model, such as Fig. 2a-d. Spectrally resolved emission from a high
NEQAIR.'13  temperature mixture of air and argon.

For applications of emission spectroscopy to arcjet flow Temperature Measurement - In Eq. (13), the
property measurements in large-scale facilities, the test thermodynamic dependence of the emission is due to
gas is usually a mixture of air and argon (or N2/argon) the upper state population, n.,, which is a function
and the wavelength range of interest typically covers of species density and temperature. Under conditions
the region between 2000 and 9000 k. An example of of thermal equilibrium, the temperature dependence
a measured emission spectrum for this range is shown is given by the Boltzmann fraction expression and the
in Fig. 2a-d. The temperature of the gas was between specific intensity for emission dominated radiation in-
7000 and 8000 K, based on an analysis of the spec- tegrated along the line-of-sight is
trally resolved emission. The thermochemical state nAhu () /
of the flow was not specified, although it should be IA = 4 5(A)LUY 6EuIkTL . (14)
close to equilibrium, because the spectrum was ac- Q
quired in the high pressure region of the arcjet within At modest temperatures, where EU/IkT > 1, emission
the downstream electrode package. The emission is a is more sensitive to temperature than to density. The
mix of bound electronic transitions from molecules, as degree of temperature sensitivity is determined by the
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energy of the radiating level. If the system is in ther- squares linear fit to the data and the precision of the
real equilibrium, then in principle, the measurement measurement improves with the number of transitions
of two spectral features with different upper state en- used, provided that the energy levels and spontaneous
ergies is sufficient to determine temperature. emission rates, A,,, are known accurately.

Electronic Temperature - For example, the elec-
tronic temperature can be determined from the ratio Molecular Spectra - Emission from molecular

of the spectrally integrated intensities emanating from species is typically comprised of overlapping spectral

two different thermally populated electronic levels of features from multiple energy levels that are less com-

an atomic species. By taking the natural log of the pletely resolved, as seen in the band structure at

intensity ratio and rearranging the terms, an analytic shorter wavelengths in Fig. 2. Despite the spectral

expression for electronic temperature is obtained, overlap, similar analytical approaches can be used to
determine temperature values. These approaches also

T,= (Ei - E2)/k (15) involve taking ratios of spectral features that are rea-
In 1 2Ajj v sonably well defined. Specific approaches for deter-

(IIA2g2V2] mining vibrational and rotational temperatures from
molecular spectra have been developed by Laux 9 and

where I1, _L are the spectrally integrated intensities, Park et al 4 . The methods of Park are shown graph-
.A2 ically in Figs. 3 and 4. The figures show emission
I d. spectra from vibrational bands of the N+ (1-) system

ix, and the shaded regions indicate the spectrally inte-
grated areas used to determine temperatures. Ap-

Note that the number densities and partition functions proximate analytical expressions for vibrational and
cancel in the ratio, since both spectral features are rotational temperatures as functions of these intensity
emitted by the same species. ratios are derived below. For the derivations, it is as-

The sensitivity of the ratio of intensities to tempera- sumed that: vibrational and rotational modes are in

ture is found by taking the derivative of the intensity thermal equilibrium (but T, $ T, is allowed); the ra-

ratio with respect to temperature, and rearranging the diation field is emission dominated; effects of nuclear

expression to give, spin on degeneracy are ignorable; and the individual
ro-vibrational transitions are fairly isolated spectrally

AR _ E1 - E 2 AT, (in reality, the spectral resolution of the detecting in-

R I k Te T, (6 strument convolves contributions from multiple transi-
tions, as discussed below). Also, each derivation makes

where R = 12/I1 For the two most commonly observed use of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to sepa-
transitions of atomic oxygen at 7773 and 8446 A, the rate the electronic, vibrational, and rotational contri-
sensitivity term AE/IkT, = 2880/T,. At temperatures butions to the spontaneous emission rate, which can
above 6000 K, this ratio will be less than .5 and large then be written as 15

changes in T, will produce only small changes in the
measured ratio. Greater sensitivity to temperature oc-
curs with larger energy differences between emitting A,,l = cS Req,,JUJ 1 +(18
levels. Often, a compromise must be reached between
the enhanced temperature sensitivity of higher energy
levels and signal-to-noise ratio. In this regard, spectro- where c represents the group of constants, R, is the
scopic diagnostics are no different from ordinary labo- electronic transition moment, q,,, is the Franck-
ratory instrumentation. Condon factor, which represents the vibrational band

To overcome the low temperature sensitivity that strength, and Sjj, is the Hgnl-London factor, or ro-

arises from small energy differences between emit- tational line strength.
ting levels, spectrally integrated signals from multi-
ple transitions are used to develop a Boltzmann plot Vibrational Temperature - For vibrational tem-
for a particular species. By taking the natural log of perature, spectrally integrated intensities near two
Eq. (14), an expression that represents the Boltzmann band heads, (1,2) and (0,1) are ratioed. The two spec-
plot mathematically is obtained, tral regions are shown on Fig. 3, and the difference in

upper state vibrational quantum number gives a dif-
in( I-1 + ference in energy level analogous to the explicit AE

ln Ajghv)E k T for the two-line electronic temperature measurement
that was discussed above. Emission at the vibrational

where C contains the terms that are common to all the band head is comprised of contributions from a number
transitions.. Temperature is then obtained from a least of rotational transitions, and the spectrally integrated
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intensity for each band head is determined. One approach is shown schematically in
Fig. 4, where the ratio of the two spectrally integrated

Ii = j. I,\dA regions gives

-k c-. (12 EJ 2 (SJ 2 J, ,V 4 ) 2 eJ e (J2+'l)r/Tr(

4cnhr (e ) (n v, Zj 1 (jj ) (22)
4r\n / . (2J,,+l1)i n

(19) and all common terms have been canceled. Note that
where i = 1, 2. The ratio of the two intensities ob- this is again an idealized case, since in practice the in-
tained from the spectral integration of the emission at tegrated intensities include signal contributions from
the two bandheads is then adjacent vibrational band transitions and from other

species. In Fig. 4, the merging of spectral features
12 (q-,, u4)2 e-V2v/T'- Ej(SJ 2 J1 ) 2 eJ2(J2+l)0/Tr caused by finite slit resolution is evident, and contri-

Ii (qvv,, 1z4)i e-viS/T Ej1(Sgj,,) 1 eJi(g+l)GrITr ' butions from other radiative transitions are evident in

(20) the nonzero baseline level at the edge of the band head

where the Boltzmann expressions for vibrational and near 3917 A.
rotational distributions have been used and the vibra- 3.0

tional and rotational temperatures are explicitly iden- N2 +1 - (0,0) band
tified. Ideally, if the rotational transitions compris- 2.5 -
ing the sum for each band head had the same range E
of J values, then the intensity ratio would be insen- E. 2.0 -
sitive to rotational temperature. In practice, this is E W2

not achieved, and although the rotational temperature "9- 1.5

sensitivity can be minimized, an iterative solution is W1
required that includes a concurrent, but separate, de- " 1.0
termination of rotational temperature.

.S 0.5
0.8 . t

o n 11
-.. 3890 3900 3910 3920

C-0.6 4
6 + - Wavelength, A"E z"

E0.4 Fig. 4. Spectrally integrated regions used to determineoL
"0.2 3- To illustrate the temperature sensitivity of the above
a 0.relation, average values, Sjj and J,can be defined such
C: that

0.0
4240 4280 Jb

Wavelength, A E Sjj, e-J(J+l)o/T (AJab+1)Sj7y-(J1)erITr
J=Ja

Fig. 3. Spectral integrals used to determine T,. (23)
With the average rotational strength and quantum

The above intensity ratio can be rearranged and solved numbers, the expression for rotational temperature be-
for vibrational temperature, comes

T n [(q )(Iq- f(0 (21) T - (T((1 +(1) - T2(T2 + 1))r0, (24)vl - v2 Ov (1) T = n [ I~f jjj l 4) / (13jjj2,4) ]
in[(I2qlv4)/(Inq2(4f(I§))] 2 JJi 1 ) 2

The sums of rotational terms, which do not cancel in This result is analogous to the two previous derivations

the ratio, are now represented by f(Tr). As with the for determining vibrational and electronic tempera-

electronic temperature, the greater the difference in tures from the ratio of spectrally integrated intensities.

vibrational energies of the two levels, the greater the Here however, it is the difference in rotational energies
that determines the rotational temperature sensitivity

sensitivity to temperature, of the intensity ratio. As before, greater sensitivity

Rotational Temperature - By taking the ratio of to temperature is found for larger differences in rota-
two spectrally integrated intensities that contain dif- tional quantum numbers and the same considerations
ferent rotational transitions, but arise from a single apply regarding a trade between sensitivity and signal
vibrational band, the rotational temperature can be level.
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For all of the temperature determinations above, it is E(r)
assumed that the gas is optically thin. If this is not the R E(rdr
case, then self-absorption, or radiative trapping, must I(x) = 2 (26)
be considered. To interpret emission spectra emanat-j \- X2

X

ing from an optically thick gas, a radiative transport
model, such as NEQAIR, is required. An iterative The reverse of this transformation, i.e., the Abel in-

procedure must be used to interpret and correct the version, relates E(r) to the measured intensity I(x):

spectra for self-absorption, since the absorbing popu- R
lations depend on density and temperature in the same E(r) =-f (dI/dx)dx (27)
manner as the emitting populations (see Eqs. (9) and 7rJ _-r2

(10)). Some modeling must also be done to properly
account for the coupling between rotational and vi-baccountion them couperaure for n m ol lar etrnal and for If the radiating flow region is axially symmetric, then
brational temperatures for molecular spectra and for even-power polynomials can be used to represent E(r)
finite instrument resolution, and I(x), thereby simplifying the analysis. Further in-

Species Densities - Species concentrations that are formation on the Abel inversion can be found in Refs. 9

integrated along the line-of-sight can be estimated if and 17.

the electronic temperature is known from one of the X
.methods outlined above. This implies that the popu-

lation of the excited electronic state is in Boltzmann
equilibrium with the ground state. By rearranging the
spectrally integrated form of Eq. (13), the line-of-sight
integrated concentration of an atomic species in an
emission dominated radiation field can be expressed

as = I4=7rQ eE./kIT . (25)

g.A-a hv.,

Owing to the exponential dependence of density on
electronic temperature, small uncertainties in elec-
tronic temperature cause large uncertainties in the nL Fig. 5. Cross section of axially symmetric optically
product. The temperature uncertainty contribution to thin radiation source.
the nL uncertainty is amplified by the factor Eu/kTe,
where E, is the energy of the emitting level. To illus- Flow properties derived from emission spectroscopic
trate this aspect, consider an electronic temperature measurements in large-scale arcjet facilities are dis-
of 10000 K and the 7773 A transition of 0, which has cussed below. The discussion is organized by arcjet
an average upper state energy of 86630 cm-1 (from flow region, beginning with the arc column and end-
Wiese et ali'). In this case Eu/kTe = 12.5. Thus, ing with the shock layer over a blunt-body test arti-
integrated species density values will be considerably cle. Specific measurement examples, including experi-
more uncertain than temperatures. mental configuration and analysis details, are given for

each flow region.
Abel Inversion The path-integrated nature of emis-

sion measurements limits the amount of information 2.2 Arc Column & Electrode Package
that can be obtained from the flow. This is a se-
rious drawback to emission-based property measure- Although optical access is limited, acquisition of emis-
ment since typical flow situations involve spatial gradi- sion spectra from the arc heater and electrode region
ents; they are not simply one-dimensional. However, if can give a direct indication of the total flow conditions.

the flow gradients are axisymmetric and emission spec- Pressures are relatively high in this region, typically

tra are recorded from multiple spatial locations, then greater than atmospheric, and despite the high tem-

an Abel inversion of the recorded signals can yield lo- perature, the collision frequency should be sufficient

calized emission intensities. to ensure that the flow is in thermochemical equilib-
rium. If this is the case, then an optical measurement

In an optically thin gas, the radiation intensity mea- of temperature along with a concurrent pressure mea-
sured by an observer is an integrated sum of volumet- surement would uniquely determine the total flow en-
ric emission that varies with lateral displacement, x, thalpy. Numerical simulations of arcjet facilities often
of the viewing line. In Fig. 5, a cross section of the start with assumed equilibrium conditions in the elec-
axisymmetric flow under consideration is shown. The trode package region and then model the nozzle flow
measured integrated intensity I(x) is an Abel trans- to calculate test conditions in the free stream. Knowl-
formation of a radial distribution of emissive intensity edge of the flow properties in this region could specify
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the input parameters and thereby enable a better eval- from a numerical model of the flow in the constrictor
uation of nonequilibrium, expanding flow simulations. section 21 and NEQAIR.
This reasoning has motivated several investigations of More recently, a series of investigations into emission
arc-column and electrode package emission, from the downstream electrode region of a constricted

Test chamber " arc heater were conducted at Johnson Space Center in
Air or NitrSgen Freeaa their 10 MW arc heater. 22 Again, a fiberoptic collec-

Argo! Ecde 4  Elctrodo Nozzle m("n tion system was used to bring the light to a spectro-
Stan_. q t)graph and the emission spectra were analyzed to in-

SWtfer electronic temperatures assuming that the gas was
+out optically thin. A wide disparity between electronic

Soical temperatures derived from 0 and N transition intensi-Power ToAccess Disk

supply Mono,•che.a.or ties was noted for these measurements. Although the
PMT• authors attributed the disagreement between the two

temperatures to uncertainties in transition probabil-
6~mcm ities for N,23 it is also possible that the assumption

of an optically thin gas is inappropriate, since there
Sapphire window will be some population in absorbing electronic states

.3 m Monochr ....... 1.6 mar, Fihr• if the plenum region is filled with hot gas. It is also

Fig. 6. Experimental setup for arc column emission possible that nitrogen and oxygen are not completely

measurements. mixed since they are injected separately in the Johnson
arcjet. More recently, this group has acquired plenum

One of the earlier investigations involved the instal- region spectra along multiple lines-of-sight in an at-
lation of a window on different segments of an arc tempt to resolve the radial intensity gradients that are
column at AEDC.1 s The visual characteristics of the most likely present. 24

discharge were studied over a range of facility operat-
ing conditions for several locations along the column. Each of these investigations invoked the assumption

Later, a heater segment disk with fiber-optic access that the gas was optically thin in the interpretation

was developed at Ames Research Center for installa- of the spectra. While this may be reasonable in the

tion in an arc column.19 Using a fiber-based light col- arc column, it may not be appropriate in the elec-

lection system similar to the one that will be discussed trode package, or plenum, region. This question of

in more detail below, Terrazas-Salinas et a120 acquired self-absorption was explicitly considered in a recent in-

emission spectra from the disk when it was installed vestigation of electrode package emission in a 20 MW

in a 20 MW constricted-arc heater at two locations on arcjet facility at Ames Research Center.2 5 Findings

the column, as shown in Fig. 6. from a preliminary analysis of the data are discussed
below.

2.2.1. Experimental Configuration for Elec-
trode Package Measurements

The current investigation of plenum radiation involves
;9 lthe use of a spacer disk in the electrode package to
z •provide optical access to the flow. Based on the de-

sign of similar disks for the constrictor section,1 9 this
particular disk was sized to fit within the downstream

....... ...................... electrode package and to accommodate a pressure tap
40oX SX) 6ho 700 800 90S and a heat transfer gauge in addition to the optical

Wavelength. nm fiber. Figure 8 shows the location of the fiber view

Fig. 7. Typical emission spectrum from cathode end port in the downstream electrode package along with
of arc column. the optical layout for the experiments. The tests that

are discussed below were conducted in the Ames 20
A typical emission spectrum from the arc column is MW AF rcjet Fclit t ed in the

shown in Fig. 7. The spectrum is dominated by atomic introductr se cin.

lines with some N+ ion emission seen at the shorter

wavelength region where fiber attenuation begins to Hot gas emission from the plenum was collected
limit signal collection. Treating the gas as optically through a sapphire window in the optical disk and
thin, Boltzmann plots of the atomic transition intensi- imaged onto a 0.94 mm diameter, 30 m long, fiberop-
ties were used to estimate electronic temperatures for tic cable. The fiber, which delivered the light to a
O and N and these were compared with predictions monochromator in a remote laboratory, was recessed
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from the inside surface of the disk and viewed the emit- raw signal was then corrected for the instrumental
ting gas through a 2 mm aperture. A fused silica lens spectral response that was determined from the tung-
assembly was used to couple the fiber output with sten and deuterium lamp calibration, which is shown
f-number matching to a 0.32 m scanning monochro- in Fig. 9b. The resulting calibrated, absolute intensity
mator with a PMT mounted at the exit slit. The is shown in Fig. 9c and the predominance of atomic
monochromator was equipped with a 1200 line/mm line emission over molecular band emission is evident.
holographic grating blazed at 250 nm and the entrance Despite differences in relative strengths stemming from
and exit slits where both set at 50 pm. To cover the different thermodynamic conditions, the spectral fea-
2000 to 9000 A spectral range during a single facility tures seen in Fig. 9c are the same as seen in the spec-
run, the monochromator was scanned at 1800 A/min. trum from the arc column that was presented in Fig. 7.
Measured signals were converted to absolute intensities Assignments of some of the more important spectral
by determining the spectral response of the light col- features of the electrode package spectrum are given
lection system using standard tungsten and deuterium in Fig. 2 for an expanded wavelength scale.
lamps. Further details about the optical instrumenta-
tion can be found in Ref. 25. 6 1.2

6 1.0-

Air~~~. orNirge res
Electrod Elewrodet No,,,[, Stream(08

c 0.6-
a. .CA

Argon I l l l Illl 1 0.4

Start t It
/Wavelen•goth ( rtAngeo 0.2-

+ L I

P , e .. . In• • I\ • t m o n o c h r o m a to r O p ti ca l
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.3o no M chromaitor sa rta ...... ecdeutcrium lamp'"._• 94 nom Fiber 4- 4ugt ap

Fig. 8. Experimental setup for electrode e Full emis- - 0

ato HealfMaiurmens (FW M) ncrase frm 2to.6

chosn wearemcntsi n 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

flucuatonsand til scn ovr te dsire waelegthWavelength (Angstroms)

During the facility tests PMT signals showed strong i g a m lenemissionstrom et
temporal fluctuations, on the order of +/- 30 %, across
the spectrum. To reduce the fluctuations in the me l- e d 3sp-
sured signals the PMT output was filtered with a 30 Usn t
Hz, 12 dB/octave low pass filter. The combination of te 200-ec intgae
monochromnator scan rate and electrical low pass ail- C.
tering caused an artificial broadening (the Full-Width r >e 100w i
at Half-Maximum (FWHM) increased from 2 to 2.6 • ,.,•tj
A) and slight skewing of the line shapes. The settings _= 0- - --- -

chosen were considered necessary to reduce the rapid 2000 30p00 40t00 5000 60a00 7000 8000 9000

fluctuations and still scan over the desired wavelength Wavelength (Angstroms)
range during a 4 min facility run. Integrated line in- Fig. 9a-d. Example emission spectrum fr'om electrode

tensities, which were used in the data analysis, were package measurements showing: a, raw signal from
negligibly affectedr electrode package; b, system spectral response; and c,

Test gases were either air/argo or N2/argon mixtures calibrated emission spectrum.
and measurements were performed over a wide range Using the basic procedure outlined in the introductory
of facility operating conditions. A compilation of the section, Boltzmann plots of the spectrally integrated
test conditions is given in Table I of Ref. 25. Results atomic transition intensities were constructed to deter-
from a preliminary analysis of some of the data are mine electronic temperatures assuming that the flow
discussed below. region was in local thermal equilibrium. NEQAIR

2.2.. Eectrde ackae Rsult an Disus- simulations were performed to evaluate self-absorption

sion since it is possible that hot gas entirely fills the elec-
sion trode package region. Example Boltzmann plots for N

The raw signal from a typical spectral scan recorded and 0 are shown in Fig. 10 for a single facility test.
during a single facility run is shown in Fig. 9a. This Two plots are shown for each species; one assuming the
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gas is optically thin, and a second plot with signals cor- conditions. Vibrational temperatures that were deter-
rected for radiation trapping based on NEQAIR simu- mined from the spectrally integrated intensity ratios
lations of the radiative transport. Instead of assuming were even higher and appeared to be unreasonable. All
an arbitrary temperature profile within the electrode of the temperature values were determined from spec-
package, the simpler assumption of uniform conditions tra that were corrected for self-absorption assuming
over the measurement domain was made. Note that that the thermodynamic conditions and species distri-
the correction for self-absorption improves the agree- butions were uniform across the viewing region. This
ment between the electronic temperatures that were assumption may not hold for all species; in fact, it is
determined from the slopes of the N and 0 distribu- possible that the molecular species are absent near the
tions. center of the flow where the absorbing atomic popula-

tions may be greatest. Likewise, the excessively high
test run: 15a vibrational temperatures may indicate that the band

50- populations may not be equally distributed along the
line of sight. However, the possibility of nonequilib-
"rium conditions can not yet be ruled out.

46-

Spectrograph
44-

42- O Owitht . .on. .. .TNthin = 7671 ± 505 KC aoolig Water Parts

and without correction for self-absorption.

Electronic temperatures deduced from 0 and N inten- !:
sities are presented in Fig. 11 as a function of specific 'i
heater energy (= VI/rh) for a range of test conditions. Opttc a t

Two sets of temperatures are shown for each condi- ,,r
tion: with and without correction for self-absorption. 7 5

The temperatures show little variation as heater power Fig. 12. Multiple line-of-sight optical disk for electrode
(VI) is increased. Agreement between the electronic package emission measurements.
temperatures determined from 0 and N transitionstuni Interpretations of emission spectra from the electrode
form absorber distribution along the line-of-sight is r

taken into account. Also, the temperature values de- by a lack of knowledge about spatial gradients in flow
rived from the absorption corrected intensities are con- properties and species distributions that may exist.iTo gain further insight, an improved optiNal disk with

nmultiple line-of-sight detection capability has been fab-
soo- ricated for installation as a spacer disk in the electrode

h 000 eno package of the 20 MW arcjet facility. The arrangement
Tw 00- 0 0 o 50 K of the seven viewports is shown in Fig. 12 and the as-o8t 0n: wi65 sumption that the flow is, on average, axisymmetric

The 7500- 8hw TO corrected has been exploited in the design.

7000 - U* 3 T+corecte6500 i i a correctd Measurements in the electrode region are still in the
S6500- +1-450 K6000 d m f o 0 development stage at this time. There is not yetconsist l b h ses o n fm a u- psufficient information to definitely establish the exis-

Heater Energy (MJlkg) tence of thermal equilibrium within the electrode pack-
Fig. 11. Plenum temperatures derived from the anal- age, and the question of chemical equilibrium has not
ysis of the emission spectra for 2.4 atm pressure. been attempted. Consequently, the impact of elec-
Despite the relatively low signal levels, the molecular trode package and arc column emission measurements
band emission was also analyzed for rotational and vi-spcer neile

brational temperature using the approach of Park' 4 , 2.3 Nozzle and Free Stream
which was based on spectrally-integrated intensities of
N+ (1-) band features. Values of Tr that were oh- In most large-scale arcjet facilities, optical access ex-
tamed from the analysis were compared with Te val- ists at the exit of the nozzle, which is usually attached

2es and were found to be consistently higher for all test to an enclosure where material tests are conducted.
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Provided that populations in excited electronic levels camera. The spatial dimension of the camera could
exist, it is possible to acquire emission spectra from be aligned with either the flow axis or the spanwise
the free stream at the entrance to the test chamber. (radial) direction of the conical flow.
Normally, one would expect little or no population in The spectrograph was equipped with a 1200 g/mm,
excited states based on credible estimates of streamtempratresandthewidly hld elif tat he low 300-nm-blaze ruled grating and the entrance slit widthtemperatures and the widely held belief that the flow was set to 50 ,im. This produced a reciprocal linear
is thermally and chemically frozen for most test con- diser o 3 nm. Emis sio n spectra wer

ditons Hoeve, i exitd satepoplatonsexit, dispersion of 3 nm/mm. Emission spectra were cap-
ditions. However, if excited state populations exist, tured by a 1024 x 256 2-D CCD camera array mounted
then it may be possible to use emission spectroscopy at the exit plane of the spectrograph with the 1024

to assess the degree nonequilibrium of the free stream. pixe sid ine wveth diection. the 2m
pixel side in the wavelength direction. The 27 a•m

As part of an earlier spectroscopic investigation of the square pixels limited the spectral coverage of the array
Ames AHF Arcjet Facility, Gopaul 26 recorded emis- to approximately 800 A and the total spatial coverage
sion from the -y (A2 E+ - X 2IJ and 6 (C211 - X 2H) to roughly 25 mm. The spectral resolution on the ar-
systems of NO in the free stream. Only rotational ray and instrumental broadening were determined to
transitions from the lowest vibrational level of the two be 0.8 k/pixel and 1.6 A FWHM, respectively.
electronic states were detected. Using NEQAIR sim- .275 m input Optic System

ulations to fit the vibrational bands by varying the Filtetr"graph Ft,,rWheel

rotational temperatures, values of rotational temper- ccDcamera f M / ft_ k

atures for several free stream test conditions were ob- Shutter e,

tained. Since no emission was measured from levels
having v' > 0, no assessment of the free stream vibra- 9\---u- --- M..

tional temperature could be made (recall that emission Spherical

from two different vibrational levels is required to de- Air or Nitrogen Miror (--.5m)
FlectoeEltrd Nozzle

termine vibrational temperature). With the assump- Itro Free

tion that the upper electronic state population was in Sra

Boltzmann equilibrium with the ground state, large Argon

NO (X) populations in the free stream were inferred CoolingWater

from the measurements. Additional CFD simulations + "
of the nozzle flow were conducted to attempt to un- P ...

derstand the NO populations. 27 As will be discussed

below in the section on LIF measurements, it is likely Fig. 13. Experimental setup for free stream emission

that the NO (X) state is not in equilibrium with the measurements.

A and C electronic states. Calibration of Optical System The measured

In more recent measurements with a different nozzle emission spectra were corrected for the spectral re-

and with different facility operating conditions, Park sponse of the mirrors, filters, grating, and CCD ar-

et al 14,28 reconfirmed the findings of Ref. 26 regard- ray. Two National Institutes of Standard and Technol-

ing the emitting states and vibrational levels of NO. ogy (NIST) traceable standards of spectral radiance, a

Surveys over a wide wavelength range with long ac- deuterium lamp and a tungsten ribbon-filament lamp,

cumulation times on a CCD camera gave no indica- were used to calibrate the optical system in units of

tion of appreciable excited state populations for other W/cm 2 - pm - sr. Details of the procedure are given

species in the free stream flow. However, this does not in Ref. 14.

rule out possible populations in metastable electronic Facility For these tests, the arcjet nozzle was con-
states such as N2 (A), 0 ('S) and (1D), or N (2D') figured with a 3.81 cm diameter throat and an exit
and (2 p,). In a second experiment, the radial distri- diameter of 30.48 cm. The arc heater was operated
bution of excited-state NO was investigated in the free at two different test conditions that are identified as
stream flow." 9 These investigations and their findings the low pressure and high pressure cases. For the low
are discussed below. and high pressure cases the heater pressure, arc cur-

rent, and arc voltage were: Low) 1.7 atm, 1141 A,
2.3.1 Experimental Configuration for Free- and 2657 V and High) 6.8 atm, 2075 A, and 5630 V;
Stream Measurements respectively. The test gas consisted of air and argon

A typical optical configuration for the free steam mea- (rhAr =.03 kg/s).

surements is shown in Fig. 13. The spherical collection 2.3.2 Free Stream Results and Discussion
mirror was positioned to give an object to image mag-
nification of 0.25 and a mask with eight apertures was A typical free stream emission spectrum for the 2000
used to image eight separate (about 3 mm apart) 0.2 to 2800 A grating position is shown in Fig. 14. This
mm x 0.5 mm object areas in the flow onto a CCD spectrum was taken on the free stream centerline, and
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is representative of the eight separate spectra acquired not rely on absolute intensity, the leading contribu-
by the CCD-based system. As mentioned in the intro- tion to the uncertainty comes from unresolved back-
ductory section, only emission from v' = 0 levels was ground emission underlying the NO spectral features
evident for both the yý and J bands. As indicated in rather than uncertainty in the intensity calibration.

Fig. 14, the detected spectra were identified as belong- The cause of this background emission has not been
ing to the NO 7 and 6 systems. identified. Although the level of this background signal

is small, it does affect the temperature determination.
16 -A secondary contribution stems from the finite spec-

0T 1 NOsystem tral resolution and its influence on the determination
0 of the FWHM. This contribution was quantified by
S8 - evaluating the scatter in the eight separate free stream

× measurements that were simultaneously acquired by

- the CCD camera. Thus, the uncertainty value indi-
o _S _ ___ cated in the table includes both contributions.

2000 2200 2400 2600 2800
Wavelength (A)

Table I. Arcjet test conditions and measured rota-
Fig. 14. Free stream spectra taken at the center of free tional temperatures from free stream emission experi-
stream and 30 cm downstream from the nozzle exit. ments.

The rotational temperature, T, was determined from Run Condition & Rotational T

the well resolved vibrational bands in Fig. 14. The Run Pressure Current Voltage Temp.

FWHM of the band intensity was calculated for differ- atm A V K

ent T, values using NEQAIR. In Fig. 15, the FWHM A 1.70 1141 2657 618±38

of the NO -y (0,1) band is plotted as a function of T, B 6.80 2075 5630 989+75

with a fixed instrumental line width of 1.6 A. Using
this correlation and the measured FWHM of the NO It should be noted that the Tr values given in Table I
- (0,1) band, a T, value was obtained for each test represent line-of-sight intensity averaged values for the
condition for the eight spectra along the flow axis. free stream. Thus, the distribution of the NO emission

in the stream must be relatively uniform for the T,

14 I values to be representative of the free stream.

Radial Distribution of NO -y- To ascertain the dis-
13 tribution of the NO emission in the free stream, a

radial intensity survey was performed. For this ex-
"periment, the image was rotated 90' to align with the

0Z 12 radial, or spanwise, direction and a modified mask was
"6 used to define four object areas separated by 8.9 mm
2 in the flow. By tilting the first plane mirror of the
,• 11 collection system, four spatially distinct spectra were

acquired at 6 locations spaced at 35.6 mm apart to

cover the stream during a single run.

10
400 800 1200 Results from the radial survey of the NO emission are

Rotational temperature, K shown in Fig. 16 for the low pressure, low current con-
dition. Peak values of NO -y (0,2) band emission are

Fig. 15. FWHM of NO-7y (0,1) band as a function of plotted as a function of radial distance for one of the

T,. four object areas that were imaged at each measure-
ment location. Also shown on the figure is an Abel-

Rotational temperatures for two different facility oper- inverted emission distribution derived from the radial
ating conditions are summarized in Table I along with measurements. As this shows a large, relatively uni-
the facility operating conditions for the tests. The re- form region in the central portion of the flow, it ap-
ported values represent the average of the three rota- pears that the T, of NO - and J states is representative
tional temperatures determined from the NO -y (0,1), of a large portion of the inviscid flow. Whether or not
(0,2), and (0,3) features. As expected, the rotational the rotational temperature of these excited NO states

temperature from the higher pressure, higher current represents the rotational temperature of the ground
test case is greater than that for the lower pressure state molecular populations has not yet been estab-

and current case. Because the Tr determination does lished.
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40 1 1 1 2.0 levels, significant visible emission can be observed em-

n anating from the shock layer. Thus, the potential use
-- Intensity at of shock-layer emission to characterize the flow has

ciN•(02)been investigated extensively.3 '2 s3 4 Although similar

0 _5 investigations of subsonic boundary layer flows formed
o .*.. over blunt bodies have also been undertaken, 35' 36 the

C•'." discussion in this section will be restricted to shock

co" (D layer measurements.

X 20- 1.0 Characterization of the shock layer enthalpy by spec-

•" tral analysis of emission measurements is possible if
01ý - equilibrium conditions are reached within the shock
0 -layer. If equilibrium is attained, then the spectral fea-
Z 10 0.5 * tures of radiation are a function only of pressure and

• U Ab0e d enthalpy. Pressure measurements in the shock layer'be Intensity ' are routinely performed, as mentioned in the introduc-

-0- curve fitting I I tion. If a spectral measurement of temperature can be

- 0 - - 0.0 " obtained under equilibrium conditions, then the flow
0 5 10 15 20 enthalpy can be specified.

Radial distance from the center, cm In recent shock layer emission experiments carried out

Fig. 16. NO -y (0,2) intensity as a function of radial at the Ames AHF Arcjet Facility, tests were conducted

position. at conditions deemed likely to generate a region of
thermochemical equilibrium within the shock layer;

Based on the results of these and earlier investigations, i.e., at higher stagnation pressure and with a large di-
it appears that measurements of free stream rotational ameter test model. 14,2 ',29 In these experiments, spec-
temperature can be made with relatively low uncer- trally resolved emission measurements were acquired
tainty. This presents opportunities for instrumenta- simultaneously from multiple spatial locations along
tion development that can enable real-time monitor- the central stagnation streamline for two different fa-
ing of the free stream rotational temperature with a cility operating conditions. Analytical methods were
small, dedicated spectrometer and detector. developed to determine T•, T,, and T, of the shock

layer using the N+ 1- system and atomic oxygen lines.
For one test condition, the spectrally determined tem-

q = qc + qr + qs peratures were used to obtain line-of-sight averaged
Bow number densities of N+, N 2 , CN, and 0 from the shock
Shock P radiative layer emission spectra. An additional experiment was

Nonequilibrium r performed to evaluate the extent and influence of ra-
Supersonic dial intensity gradients for the low pressure, low cur-
Flow convective R rent condition. The experimental configuration, ana-

--- lytical approach, and flow property measurement re-

h00 q y, sults for these investigations are discussed below.

S f CInput Optic SystemSurface Catalyzed Reactions 275 nU Filter Wheel
0 + 0 +s -- O2qs s0erMph

N+ +s-'IN 2+qs cc Came

+s -- §ýN O+qs (1024x25) L•)I Plani Mie .srr

Fig. 17. Stagnation point heating configuration for a .---- -- M.
blunt-body test article. -----------Spherical

A irr (fr N itrogeni

2.4 Shock Layer Flows Eeteds sd'ShekElectrode-[[ll] Electrode Nozzle[ Le,•hc

A stagnation point heating configuration is frequently 6fjder
used in the development and testing of thermal pro- M,,n

tection materials in large scale arcjet facilities. With Sttt,

the stagnation point configuration and a supersonic +"t e
free stream flow, a bow shock is formed over the test P;e [
article, as depicted in Fig. 17. Flow compression by

the shock causes a significant temperature rise, which Fig. 18. Optical configuration for shock layer emission
populates many emitting states. For modest enthalpy measurements in the AHF Arcjet Facility.
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2.4.1 Experimental Configuration for Shock-
Layer Measurements

For the shock layer investigations, the experimental E6

configuration is basically the same as that given above 1: - ac
for the free stream emission measurements. However, s- "Z
a 15.24 cm diameter blunt-body test article is placed z2 o z

in the stream and a shock layer is formed, as shown 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000

in Fig. 18. The eight apertures of the mask are now wavelength, A

used to define eight distinct object areas, which are
spaced roughly 3 mm apart, within the shock layer. Fig. 20a. Shock-layer emission spectrum in the 2000
The arrangement of the aperture images in the object -3000 A range for a flat-faced, cylindrical test article

region is shown in Fig. 19. The total distance imaged of 15.24 cm diameter.
onto the CCD camera from the shock layer was limited
to 25 mm, which did not allow complete shock layer In the 3050-3650 A and the 3950 - 4820 A spectral
coverage in a single facility run for the test conditions. ranges, as shown in Figs. 20b and 20c, the identified
Therefore, two axial positions of the test article, 34.5 transitions were attributed to NO (y), N 2 (2+), N+
cm and 36.9 cm downstream of the nozzle exit, were (1-), and CN Violet systems. Also, several Cu atomic
used to obtain spectra from the full shock layer. Facil- transitions are identified. These were expected, be-
ity test conditions for these experiments were the same cause copper electrodes were used in the AHF Arcjet
as given above in Table I for the free stream measure- Facility for these tests and copper is present in the
ments. stream due to arc-induced erosion.

50g slit Mask

12 1. gap Lc~ C. +

508 bet2O• 52 cmdamtr

52 Co z

imagengation,

ig.0 A9 Orject for amg flaanacer cylndrca deeine artcl thof.

3100 3200c 3300 3400 35.00 3mdi00er

2.4Fig.l20bPrShock-layeroemissionospectrum in the 3050

508or di sig Obhecfopoeties00e3650dAfrangehfor a fia-face ,. cylindica tet ,rtcl of•

Stagnation 15.24 cm r.
streamline

Fig. 19. Object and image planar areas defined by the 450 -0.4
mask used in the collection system for the axial shock 0.3

layer survey. a h; - 0.3 E;

2.4.2 Flow Properties from Emission from 0uti

Before discussing the flow properties derived from the E a
analysis of the enission spectra, it is useful to review a i o 4000 420 4400 460 4t0u0

typical emission spectrum acquired at one of the eight W O ln ith, A

spatial locations within the shock layer. This spec- wavele n .A

trum is shown in Figs. 20a-d, and it was acquired at Fig. 20c. Shock-layer emission spectrum in the 3950 -

a position 17.9 mm upstream from the face of the test 4820 A range for a flat-faced, cylindrical test article of
article for a high current, high pressure test condition. 15.24 cm diameter.
In some of the figures, measured emission from multi-
ple separate grating positions are joined. Example spectra for the 7500 to 9500 A range are

In the 2000-3000 A range, as shown in Fig. 20a, NO shown in Fig. 20d. The dominant emission features
-y was the most significant with some weaker emission are 0 and N atomic lines, with a broad background
from higher vibrational levels of the N2 (2+) system. contribution from N2 (1+) emission. Transitions that
Emission from the NO fi system could also be present were used to determine electronic temperatures within
even though there is no distinct evidence of NO fi spec- the shock layer are identified by their upper and lower
tral features. electronic states.
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2.5- _ TT, are shown by the shaded regions. The baseline sig-
2.0 1. nal was taken from the minimum near the band head
"2.0- o rather than absolute zero of the spectral intensity to

et1.5 - a. Mz cO M O reduce the contribution of any unresolved background
M. Z Z 0 Z

-0 q Q0 Olight to the integrals.

""Oa While the approximate expression given above is use-
0.5 ful for assessing rotational temperature sensitivity to
o50 00 ..... 9000 .9.00 changes in intensity ratios, it is not sufficiently accu-7500 8000 8500 9000 9500

Wavelength, A rate for determining T, values. Instead, NEQAIR sim-

Fig. 20d. Shock-layer emission spectrum in the 7500 - ulations were run to develop correlations between the

9500 A range for a flat-faced, cylindrical test article of intensity ratio values and T ." As an example, the

15.24 cm diameter, ratio of integrated spectral intensities from the two re-
gions is shown in Fig. 22 as a function of Tr and T,.

Temperatures from Spectra- As shown in Figs. 20b Although the intensity ratio shows some sensitivity to
and 20c, the N+ 1- band system was the most domi- Tv at higher rotational temperature, it appears to be

nant one and it proved to be the most reliable for de- relatively insensitive to T, over most of the range of
termining line-of-sight averaged values of T, and T,.24 temperatures anticipated in the shock layer.
The analytical approach is based on the use of ratios of
spectrally integrated intensities in well-resolved spec- 0.66 I

tral regions that are largely free of interfering emis- -------- I ........... .
sion from other species. Although peak intensity ratios 0.64 -
were also evaluated, area ratios were selected because &
of their reduced sensitivity to the limited spectral res- a. 0.62 -
olution of the CCD camera. C....................................

3.0 , 0.60 .......... Tr=6000
CO

N2 +1- (0,0) band Tr=8000
2.5 - 0.58 - -. Tr=10000

2.
E. 2.0 0.56.........Ci E 

W2

". 1.5 0.54
W1 4000 8000

.g 1.0 Vibrational temperature, K

- 0.5 -Fig. 22. The ratio of spectral integrals from the N+ 1-
(0,0) band as a function of T, and T,.

0.0

3890 3900 3910 3920 Vibrational Temperature - The determination
of T, from N+ 1- system emission involves an ap-

Wavelength, A proach similar to that used in T,. evaluation, except
Fig. 21. A pair of areas used in T, determination, now the spectral integrals are taken from two differ-

Rotational Temperature - In contrast to the rel- ent vibrational bands with 2 z4. I Fig. 23, what
were determined to be the optimum intervals for this

atively cool free stream conditions, T, of the shock application14 are shown by the extent of the shaded re-
layer is quite high, and the vibrational bands are no gion. To maximize signal levels and permit easy identi-
longer completely resolved. Therefore, to evaluate T, fication, the intervals were restricted to the band-head
from the shock layer spectra, an approach based on spectral regions. Again, to reduce the contribution of
the ratio of spectrally integrated areas within a single background signal, each area was measured from the
vibrational band was developed. Details of this anal- minimum close to the band head. As with T, the sim-
ysis were presented in the introductory section above, plified analytical expression that was developed in the
and an approximate expression relating T, to the ratio introductory section above to relate T, to the mea-
of spectrally integrated intensities was derived, sured intensity ratio,

T, = (Jl(J1 + 1) - J 2 (J 2 + 1))O,. (v_ - v2)OV

In [(W2SJJlV4)/(W1SJJ2 V4)J ln [(I2 qT1/(Iq 2 V4f(T,.))]

In Fig. 21, the spectral intervals W, and W2 of the is only useful for evaluating differences in uncertainty
N+ 1- (0,0) band system that were used to determine for different spectral features. Accurate determination
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of Tv requires the use of NEQAIR, or a similar spectral leading contributions to the uncertainties were typi-
model to account for the coupling between T, and T, as cally: 1) the background signal that is thought to con-
well as possible interfering emission from other species. sist of stray light and contributions from unidentified
Using NEQAIR, correlations were developed between species; 2) finite instrumental resolution of the impor-
T, and the spectrally integrated band intensities. tant spectral features, which can be seen in Figs. 21

and 23; 3) coma from the off-axis reflectors in the spec-
0.8 trograph, which shifted the spectra in wavelength for

different locations on the CCD camera; and 4) uncer-
E 0.6 - tainties in spectroscopic constants.

E z Uncertainties arising from the absolute intensity cal-

0.4 Z ibration are considerably smaller than the contribu-
tions listed above for temperatures because ratios of

- 0.spectral features were used instead of absolute inten-
0.2 -sities. Whenever possible, ratios of spectral features

_ rfrom a single grating position, or, in the case of elec-
0.01 tronic temperatures, adjacent grating positions were

4240 4280 used to minimize uncertainty contributions from the

Wavelength, A instrumental calibration. For integrated species den-
sities, however, the absolute calibration uncertainty

Fig. 23. A pair of areas used in T, determination, does contribute, but it is still less important than the

Electronic Temperature - Two sets of atomic oxy- uncertainty in electronic temperature (or T•, depend-
gen transitions were used to determine electronic tem- ing on what was assumed). Possible additional uncer-
peratures in the analysis of spectra from these exper- tainty contributions from facility operation and spatial
iments, and their wavelengths were: 1) 7773.4 and averaging are discussed below.
9263.9 A, 2) 8446.5 and 9263.9 A. These transition
pairs had adequate signal-to-noise ratios and their dif- 2.4.3 Shock Layer Results and Discussion
ference in upper-state energy levels is greater than Results are presented for shock layer temperature and
other possible two-line combinations in this spectral species density measurements that were derived from
region. As discussed in the introductory section on spectrally resolved emission emanating from multiple
emission measurements, the uncertainty in Te due to locations within the shock layer. All of the mea-
the uncertainty in intensity decreases as the difference sured quantities represent time-averaged values ob-
in energy levels increases (see Eq. (16)). For T%, the tained during the steady operation of the facility.
analytical expression that was derived in the introduc- Spectral surveys of the shock layer emission were per-
tory section, formed for two different optical configurations. In

(El - E2)/k the first configuration, multiple spectra were acquired
Teý , along the central stagnation streamline for the high

T l n [(J.Algvl)/(1iA 2g2 '2 )] and low pressure flow conditions given in Table I. A

was used to determine electronic temperature values different optical arrangement was used to perform a
from the shock layer emission spectra. However, the survey of the shock layer emission at the lower pres-
influence of the unresolved background emission that sure condition of Table I to assess the radial intensity
underlies the atomic transitions was evaluated using gradients within the shock layer.

NEQAIR. High Pressure Case - Line-of-sight averaged flow

Line-of-sight Integrated Species Densities - temperatures for the high pressure test case are shown
With the assumption that T, = T, for the molecules, in Fig. 24, which presents shock layer profiles of T, and
the integrated species densities along the line-of-sight T, for two separate facility runs at the same nominal
could be determined from the relation, test conditions. Uncertainties in the measured values

are indicated by error bars. For both T, and T2, the
nL1- I4rQ eEu/kTe, (28) measurements indicate a general trend of decreasing=guAtth/u.. ' (28) temperature as the test article surface is approached.

which was derived by spectrally integrating Eq. (14) Agreement between the two different sets of T, and
Tr measurements is generally quite good, which indi-

and solving for nL. Values of nL were obtained for N2, cates that the facility performance is reasonably re-
CN, and N+ using T, determined from the N+ bandhead 2 peatable. For each test, the line-of-sight averaged T

and T, values do not overlap within their estimated
Uncertainty of Spectral Analysis - For the tem- uncertainties; T, is consistently higher than T,. While
peratures derived from emission measurements, the this difference may indicate the absence of thermal
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equilibrium, it may also be indicating the influence Eu/kTe. The upper state energy levels of CN and N+
of differential averaging effects along the line-of-sight, are approximately half of that of the N 2 C state. Con-
This latter effect is important, since contributions to sequently, the uncertainty in T, T, has less impact
the measured intensity come from the vicinity of the on those species.
shock front at all spatial locations. Near the shock,
the flow is more likely to be in nonequilibrium and this E 2
nonequilibrium contribution to the line-of-sight aver- 4I ýT 1Z

aged intensity may be significant. Finally, the uncer- 014 -,10
tainty in T, is greater than in T,. This arises from the CD •
difference in sensitivities of the temperatures to the re- -4 ,.
spective intensity ratios. Electronic temperatures are + Iý CD

not shown in Fig. 24 because it was found that one i10 13 {2
of the transitions used in determining Te, the 8446 A .. "

transition of 0, has a large, unresolved background Z .. 10 -
contribution that cannot be properly accounted for in >1 12 .6 0

•0 -Oz
the analysis. This issue is discussed further below. --- N2-

•-'• Ei N2÷ +

11 I I 1 I 1 1. CN 2 3
E 10

I I I 16
E-Trl TO Tr2 Z 10

10- -+-Tvl --W- Tv2 30 20 10 0
Distance from the model surface, mm

9, " Fig. 25. LOS integrated number densities of N+, N2 ,
and CN along the stagnation streamline.

x
S11 - ' I

-e) TO -- Tr2
E 710 - TOl -I- Tv2
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5 I I I I 8 2

30 20 10 0

Distance from the model, mm
E 7

Fig. 24. Shock layer Tr and T, profiles for the high
pressure case. Note that data are shown for two dif- 6
ferent facility runs and that the flow goes from left to

right. Lines are drawn to guide the eye.

Species Densities for High Pressure Case - Line- 30 20 10 0
of-sight integrated species densities, nL, of N2 , CN, Distance from the model, mm
and N+ are shown in Fig. 25 for one run of the high
pressure case. The electronic temperature for these Fig. 26. Shock layer T, and T, profiles for the low pres-
species was assumed to be equal to the line-of-sight sure cases. Note that data are shown for two different
averaged vibrational temperature that was measured facility runs.
using the N+ intensity ratio (see Eq. (28)). All of the
integrated species densities appear to increase moving Low Pressure Case - Line-of-sight integrated T, and
from the shock front into the shock layer and then de- T, values for the lower current, lower pressure case are
crease as the test article surface is approached. The shown in Fig. 26. Again, results from two different fa-
uncertainties are again indicated by the size of the er- cility runs are shown, and the agreement between the
ror bars. Uncertainty is greatest for nL for N 2, ow- measurements from the two different runs is reason-
ing to the use of (2+) system emission, which has a able. The agreement is generally better for the rota-
high upper state energy level, to determine the inte- tional temperatures and improves for the measurement
grated density. Recall that for species densities, the locations nearer to the test article. The uncertainties
uncertainty in electronic temperature is amplified by are largest near the shock, owing to relatively weak N+
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emission signals superimposed on a larger background plotted as functions of distance from the central flow
signal. Although T, and T,. appear to nearly converge axis along the radial direction. Although the three
at 10 mm, the two temperatures do not overlap near temperatures were all measured at the same location,
the test article surface. As in the high pressure case, the values are offset slightly from each other to im-
this could indicate thermal nonequilibrium, or it could prove clarity. Twice as many electronic temperatures
indicate differential averaging effects along the line-of- are shown, because values were determined for the first
sight. Further analysis of the emission has indicated and third object areas at each location. Only the first
that the temperatures near the shock may be less re- object area was used to derive vibrational and rota-
liable owing to differences in intensities between the tional temperatures. As before, error bars for each
two separate runs. 29  temperature are used to indicate uncertainties. Recall

Radial Temperature Profiles - To better under- that two different Te values were determined using two

stand the spatial averaging of intensity within the sets of oxygen transitions: 1) 7773.4 and 9263.9 A,
shock layer, a radial survey was conducted at the low and 2) 8446.5 and 9263.9 A. Electronic temperatures

pressure conditions using the test article and optical from these transition pairs are identified by the shorter

components described above. However, as noted in

the discussion of the free stream survey, the mask was The measured temperatures presented in Fig. 27 can
modified to reduce the number of imaged areas to four be seen to agree within their error bounds, except Te
and the image was rotated to align with the radial based on the oxygen lines at 8446.5 and 9263.9 A.
flow direction. For the shock layer survey, four spa- Since this Te is consistently lower than the value de-
tially distinct spectra were acquired at intervals of 17.8 rived from the other atomic lines, it is likely that even
mm to cover the entire shock layer. The survey was after background subtraction there is still significant
conducted at a location 12.7 mm upstream of the test emission from other species in the spectrally integrated
article surface. Details of the experiment are given in signal. Supporting evidence was found by comparing
Ref. 29. The emission spectra that were acquired at the inferred nL densities of atomic oxygen using the
multiple locations in the radial direction during a sin- two different Te values. The value obtained using the
gle facility run were analyzed by performing an Abel 7773.4 and 9263.9 A line pair was more consistent with
inversion, as described in the introductory section on estimates of 0 densities based on the impact pressure
emission diagnostics above. Rotational, vibrational, measurement and the known oxygen mass flow.2 9

and electronic temperature values were then derived Excluding the Te values derived from the 8446.5 A
from the spatially resolved emission distribution using Ercnudion the three dieried fr ed the mperathe analytical methods that were described above. transition pair, the three different measured tempera-

tures agree within their error bounds, which indicates

7500 that the flow could be in thermal equilibrium. Fur-
7- Tr ther analysis to assess the chemical state of the shock
L-4...... Tv layer flow at the measurement locations is currently

7000 underway.

S6500 '" -Optical system Bow

S650 .. shock

~6000 ... Z

E 5500....•.......... .....I-- / "00 Model
• X

5000 - -Ak- Te7773.4 Light
S Te_8446.5 acceptance

4500 I 1 1 cone
0 2 4 6 8 10 Ax

Distance from the center, cm Fig. 28. Schematic representation of the light collec-

Fig. 27. Radial temperature profile in the shock layer tion cone.
at 12.7 mm upstream from the test article. Labels for Spatial Averaging - In an attempt to better under-
TJ indicate the shorter wavelength 0 transition of the stand the averaging of the emission signals along the
pair. line-of-sight, a ray tracing analysis of the light collec-

Electronic, vibrational, and rotational temperatures tion geometry was performed for the initial f/50 exper-
that were determined for each radial position for the imental configuration that was used in the axial shock
shock-layer flow are shown in Fig. 27, where they are layer survey. The analysis indicated that the spatial
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resolution of the light collection system was not what raw data. For t,,p >2 s, the fluctuations became neg-
had been designed. An idealized representation of the ligible. Thus, in the more recent experiments several
light acceptance cone for a single object area defined neutral density filters were used so that the shutter
by the optical components is shown in Fig. 28. In re- could be opened longer than 5 s without saturating
ality, the planar cross section depicted on the figure the CCD camera. This was not done for the axial
at the flow centerline is distorted by astigmatism in- shock-layer emission surveys, which may help explain
troduced by the off-axis orientation of the spherical the large scatter in T, values near the shock front for
mirror of the collection system. Light rays in the lo- those experiments. 14

cal x and y directions are actually focused at different
locations along the line-of-sight dimension because of 2.5 Summary of Emission Measurements
this astigmatism. Results of the analysis of emission signals acquired in

Using ray-tracing software, the dimensions of the light the electrode package region indicate that the gas is
collection cone were calculated at different locations probably optically thick and that radiative transport
along the line-of-sight and the results are shown in must be taken into account. However, by assuming
Fig. 29. Calculations of Ax and Ay were done from that the flow property and species distributions are
8 cm above to 12 cm below the stagnation stream- uniform across the line-of-sight, a correction for self-
line. Separation of the focal points for Ax and Ay is absorption was developed and the T, values derived
apparent, and the size of the imaged area extends to from 0 and N emission exhibited good agreement.
roughly .28 cm for Ay and .43 cm for Ax near where
the sight line crosses the shock wave. These dimen- Line-of-sight integrated values of T,, T,, and Te were

sions are on the order of the shock stand-off distance obtained within the shock layer formed over a blunt-

for these experiments, and it is likely that additional body placed in the stream. Profiles were obtained in

spatial averaging along the spanwise and streamwise the axial direction, normal to the blunt-body surface

directions was introduced into the measurements. In for two different operating conditions and in the ra-

view of this result, the aperture was closed further in dial, or spanwise, direction for the low pressure condi-

the radial survey experiment to increase the system tion. Simplified interpretations of the emission spec-

f/# to 100 and thereby minimize this effect. tra based on the assumption that the intensity gra-
dients are negligible along the line-of-sight appear to

0.5 be in error. Results from the radial survey at a single

E axial location within the shock layer indicate a large
o region of thermal equilibrium when the temperatures

S0.4 - []0 AyS00Aare derived from Abel-inverted intensities. This shock-

0 :layer result was obtained at relatively low stagnation

S0.3 - 0 pressure with a 15.24 cm diameter flat-faced cylinder.
So A similar radial survey conducted with the test arti-

= 02 o cle out of the stream indicated that the NO -y band
.2 -0 emission is relatively uniform over a large spanwise

.0 0 0] distance. Thus, the rotational temperatures derived

-) 0.1 - o 0 ] from the FWHM of NO-y bands can be considered to
05 0 0 be representative of the stream.""0

0.0 I I An additional observation from this work is that a ray-
-10 0 10 trace analysis of the light collection system is required

Distance along line-of-sight (z), cm to understand additional degradation of spatial reso-
lution that may result from setting the system f/# too

Fig. 29. Dimensions of the light cone of Fig. 28 as a low. This type of analysis can also be used to guide
function of distance along the line-of-sight direction. the alignment the system to optimize the distribution

of object area dimensions about the target focal lo-
work discussed thus far, the operating condition of the cation, and thereby minimize off-axis contributions to
workliy discussumed thus farbthe operanting on n ofthe the light collection. Finally, knowledge of the light col-
facility shas ed tob contt However flu- lection volume defined by the ray tracing is required in
tions in shock-layer emission could be observed visu- oretoelaycmpemasedmiinseta

ally during the experiments. For one electrode pack- with calculations.

age experiment, the temporal variation of the 7773.4

A atomic oxygen transition intensity was monitored. Further work will include completing the analysis of
A running-averaged signal value was calculated over the Abel-inverted emission results to assess chemical
a fixed time interval. The standard deviation of this equilibrium within the shock layer. This analysis is
averaged signal indicated the fluctuation level of the important for determining the state of the shock-layer
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flow and may help improve current analytical meth- depopulating mechanisms, such as quenching and pre-
ods used to relate the arcjet test conditions to flight dissociation, can also operate on the upper state pop-
environments. ulation.

A generic experimental configuration is shown at the
3.0 LIF Measurements in Large-Scale Arcjet left of Fig. 30 to illustrate the spatially resolved na-
Facilities ture of the LIF measurements. Unlike absorption and

Introduction - The discussion of flow properties de- emission diagnostics, LIF provides localized measure-

rived from emission measurements in large-scale arcjet ments, since only the volume defined by the intersec-

facilities mentioned two drawbacks to emission-based tion of the image of the detection aperture and the

property measurements: the quantity of measurements laser beam produces the recorded signal. Flow axi-

required to obtain spatially resolved emission intensi- symmetry is therefore not required for making spa-

ties, and the required assumption that the thermo- tially resolved LIF measurements. Before discussing

dynamic behavior of the sparsely populated excited how specific flow properties are measured, some back-

electronic states is representative of the ground states. ground information about the LIF process is required.

Concerns about these issues have motivated investiga- Single-Photon LIF Rate Equations - The first
tions of laser-spectroscopic techniques, such as laser- step of the LIF process involves the absorption of a
induced fluorescence (LIF). Laser-induced fluorescence photon. Absorption is described by Beer's law,6 which
techniques offer an attractive alternative to emission- states that the change in intensity of light at a certain
based measurements, because of their ability to probe frequency through an optically thin absorbing medium
ground state populations with high spatial resolution. is
Following a brief introduction to the basic principles dl,,

of LIF measurements, recent results from applications dz
of LIF to large-scale arcjet facilities are presented and which can be integrated directly and rearranged to
discussed. yield

/, = !0.e - (28)

Single-Photon LIF Species and thermodynamic information is contained
orMolecoularSpecis in the absorption coefficient ao, which can also be ex-

,Exced pressed in terms of an absorption cross section 6

Filter States

= n f(T) U120•(W) (29)
LLens

8 Absortion h In the above expression, we have introduced the spec-

SEmission trally integrated cross section 012, a line shape func-
Flow tion O(w), and shorthand notation for the Boltzmann

oGrond population fraction f(T).
States

Laser Beam ni gie-Ei/kT
Popaugu•ton f (T) = n Q

Fig. 30 Single-photon LIF process for a molecular

species. which was discussed extensively in the description of
emission measurements.

3.1 Laser-Induced Fluorescence A model of the LIF process is required to determine

The LIF process involves two steps, absorption and flu- gasdynamic quantities from measured fluorescence sig-
orescence. Provided that the allowed absorption tran- nals. This model can be derived by solving the equa-
sitions for a particular species are optically accessible, tions that govern the populations of the energy levels
then LIF can be used to probe ground state popula- involved in the LIF process. For a simple system con-
tions. This is important for arcjet flow applications be- sisting of only two, nondegenerate energy levels, the
cause the ground electronic states of the major species appropriate rate equations are37

are the most heavily populated. A simplified diagram- dn,
matic rendering of LIF is shown in Fig. 30 for a di- - b1 2n, + (b21 + A2 1 + Q 21)n 2  (30)
atomic molecule. At the right of the figure, two bound dt
electronic states with vibrational energy levels are in- for the lower level population and
dicated by the potential curves. The LIF process is in- dn2
dicated by the vertical arrows with the upward arrow -- = bd2n - (b21 + A 21 + Q 21)n 2  (31)
representing absorption of a photon from the laser and dt

the downward arrow representing fluorescence, which for the upper level. In the above equations, n, and
is accompanied by the emission of a photon. Other n 2 are the number densities of the two levels, which
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are related through the total population in the initial Using the value published by Eckbreth 37 for A2 1 for
level before the laser is switched on, no 7=1 + 712; b12 the (0,0) band of the NO -y system, and assuming
and b21 are the stimulated absorption and stimulated that the combined laser and transition line width has
emission rates; A 2 1 is the spontaneous emission rate; a FWHM of z .3 cm- 1 at 225 nm, then o,(0, 0) ý
and Q21 is the collisional quenching rate. Predissocia- 5(10)-14 cm 2. The pumping rate for a NO y (0,0)
tion from the upper level is assumed to be negligible, transition is then b12 , 5(10)10 sec-1 from Eq. (32).
The stimulated absorption rate can be expressed as This rate dominates all others in the total rate expres-
the product of the spectral absorption cross section, sion, r = (b12 + b21 + A21 + Q21), used in this two level
o,,, and the photon flux, 1D," analysis. For a typical gate integration time on the

order of 100 ns,
b12 = o , (32)

where 0-, = 0i120(w) and (D I/hw, 2. (e-'_p - 1) << rr-,

By using the total population relation to eliminate and the following simplified result is obtained,
nl from Eq. (31) and integrating directly, the time- r 0

dependent expression for the upper state population n2(t)d 1 2Tp

is obtained,0 r
61271 With this result, the expression for the temporally in-
b 12== (1 e-rt) (33) tegrated energy incident on a photodetector becomes

where r = (b12 + b21 + A21 + Q21) is the sum of all the [Tp
rates. The measured LIF signal depends on the up- =j S(t)dt
per state population, and can be expressed in general 6 0 b12

terms as hW21A 2 147rV nl"(b12 + b2 1 + A 21 + Q 21)

S(t) = hW21n2 (t)A21--QVý (34) By rewriting the total rate expression as

where £2 is the solid angle of the collection system that b1 (A21 + Q21)
is used to observe the probe volume, V1, which is de- 612±b21 +A21 ±Q2i = (612 +621).1 + (612 + b2)
fined by the collection optics (often it is the product
of the beam area, Ap, times observed length, L). and by replacing the stimulated absorption and emis-

sion rates with their definitions, (i.e., b12 = Bw 1,I•,c),
A pulsed laser system is often employed in arcjet diag- 12

nostic applications, and the detection electronics inte- the temporally integrated signal can be expressed as,

grate the LIF signal over the laser pulse duration,m,. £ 0 B 2  1
The only time-dependent term in the expression above S = hw2 1A2 1 -Vn B 2  I+ '
is the upper state population, so the integral involves 2 1 1+

fTp 61 n~f~ ( where 'sat =_ (A 2 1+Q2 i)c/(Bf2±Bw'1 ) is the saturation

n2(t)dt - dt intensity3 7 and Bt2 , B'I are the Einstein coefficients
for stimulated absorption and emission. For modest

The resulting expression, laser intensities, 1,. << 'sat, and the expression for the
energy incident on the photodetector simplifies furtherTfO 2id l~o e ~ bl2n' 7l p toJj n2(i)dt 612n 6i - r t

1- (e-r' -1)
£2 A21 Bi h

can be simplified by considering the magnitudes of the S = 4-VA n,(2 1 ±Q2 p)h1 21 c

rates and the temporal interval. For a pulsed, UV
laser system operating near 225 nm, with 0.1 mJ pulse Finally, if the spectral intensity of the pump laser is
energy, a 1 mm beam diameter at the probe volume defined such that 1, = 1/(w) = (w) f I(i)dt/r =
and a 10 ns temporal pulse length, the pulse intensity O(w)El/Ap, where Ep is the pulse energy, then the
is ; 106 W/cm 2 . For 225 nm wavelength photons, the detected signal can be written as,
photon flux 4 for this intensity is • 1024 cm- 2 see-'.
The absorption cross section can be derived from the £2 A21 A1 AEp3 S O'ý-0120 (W) fl (T) n (33)
Einstein A coefficient for spontaneous emission 8  47 A21 + Q21 A,,

g2 _ A2 1C2  where the substitution, n' = fl(T)n, for the popula-
91 - 12 tion of the initial level has also been made.
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In Eq. (33), the dependence of the LIF signal on ther- For air flows, NO is also a minor species, and depend-
modynamic parameters is manifested in several terms. ing on the stagnation enthalpy, pressure, and expan-
The initial population in the pumped level depends sion process, concentrations in the free stream vary
on species density, n, and on temperature through widely. Results of an investigation of NO LIF in
the Boltzmann population fraction, f1 (T), while the the Ames AHF Arcjet Facility illustrate this point.
collisional quenching rate, Q21, depends on the pres- Based on earlier free-stream emission measurements in
sure, temperature, and collision partner. Except in the same facility, instrumentation was implemented to
rare cases, such as for highly predissociated species probe NO in the free stream flow 4 4 using LIF to con-
or extremely broad laser band widths, the absorption firm the implied NO (X) populations that were pre-
line shape function, O(w), also depends on temperature dicted by a computational flow simulation. 27 Despite
and pressure through the mechanisms of Doppler and the sensitivity of LIF for NO (X) population measure-
collisional shift and broadening, which are discussed ments using ro-vibrational transitions of the -y system,
below for two-photon LIF measurements. no detectable signal was found from the flow center-

line. An assessment of the [NO] detectivity of the LIF

3.2 Single-Photon LIF of Cu and NO instrumentation that was used in the investigation 44

indicated that the NO (X) population was < 1013
Demonstrations of single photon LIF measurements cm- 3 . The absence of a measurable NO (X) popu-
in arcjet facilities using Cu as the target species have lation is not surprising, since the enthalpy levels in
been reported at NASA Johnson Space Center 39 ,40  this facility are typically > 10 MJ/kg. Given that the
(JSC) for pointwise configurations and at ISAS,41 in free stream flow is not in thermochemical equilibrium,
Japan, for a planar laser sheet configuration. In the the discrepancy between observed NO (A) state emis-
JSC arcjet experiments, the measured LIF signals were sion and absence of NO (X) state absorption is also
analyzed to determine velocity and translational tem- not surprising. It is possible that the ground state
perature from the Doppler shift and Doppler broaden- NO population is due entirely to radiative transitions,
ing of the excitation profile at a single location in the and therefore may only be on the order of the (A)
arcjet stream. 40 The planar measurements using Cu- state population. Alternative mechanisms for produc-
LIF at ISAS were used to determine a two-dimensional ing NO (-y) and (8) band emission in the free stream
map of the flow velocity, are being investigated.

Copper is present in most arcjet flows as a result of 3.3 Two-Photon LIF of 0 and N
arc-induced erosion of the copper electrodes, but it is
usually (hopefully) a minor species. The two appli- Introduction - Although the single-photon LIF mea-
cations of Cu-LIF above indicate the ubiquitous na- surements discussed above have yielded useful infor-
ture of copper in arcjet flows, since the JSC facil- mation about arcjet flows, the two target species most
ity is a constricted-arc heater and the ISAS facility commonly used, NO and Cu, are minor flow con-
used a Huels-type heater. Estimates of copper load- stituents. As such, it is impossible to characterize
ing on the order of 100 to 1000 ppm in the test gas the arcjet test stream from NO or Cu measurements
flow have been derived from mass loss analyses of elec- alone. More useful information would be obtained
trodes (see Ref. 41, for example) Unfortunately, the from LIF measurements of the major species, which
copper erosion process is difficult to characterize be- include atomic oxygen, atomic nitrogen, di-nitrogen,
cause electrode erosion is inherently unpredictable. It and argon for air flows. For example, it is important
is likely that copper is introduced into the flow in mul- to know the degree of dissociation in nonequilibrium
tiple phases owing to liquefaction of the electrode sur- arcjet flows, because considerable energy can reside in
face from the intense heating at the arc attachment oxygen and nitrogen chemistry. If the mass flows of
point. This raises questions about both the spatial the facility gases are known at any point, and atomic
and temporal uniformity of the copper distribution in species concentrations are measured in the free stream,
the stream and its fidelity as a tracer atom for velocity then the degree of dissociation and chemical energy
measurements. level can be determined. Unfortunately, single-photon

transitions for N and 0 require an excitation source
Nitric oxide has also been used as a fluorescing species at VUV wavelengths, which is difficult to implement
in arcjet streams by the same researchers 39'4 2 , as well in large-scale facilities. LIF excitation of 0 and N is
as the research group at IRS,4 3 in Germany. No quan- still feasible, however, if two UV photons are used to
titative measurements of flow properties from NO- provide the transition energy.4 5

LIF were reported from the JSC group, but the other
groups used NO-LIF to derive temperature and species Two-photon LIF measurements in large-scale arcjet fa-
information. The enthalpies determined from energy cilities were demonstrated by Bamford and his cowork-
balance methods were typically < 10 MJ/kg for the ers in a series of pathfinding investigations conducted
JSC and ISAS investigations, in the Ames AHF Arcjet Facility.46 ,4 7 The two-photon
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LIF of N technique has been developed further to ob- sec- 1, and the stimulated absorption rate is therefore
tain more information from the flow.48 '4 9 Results from b() z 630 sec- 1 . This is roughly eight orders of mag-
these more recent investigations are discussed below. nitude lower than the stimulated absorption rate for

A schematic representation of two-photon LIF is given single-photon excitation of NO, and this rate magni-

in Fig. 31, where the excitation process is indicated by tude disparity illustrates why two-photon LIF strate-

the vertical arrows and a single radiative transition gies are used only when absolutely necessary.

from the upper level is shown for both 0 and N. Note Since the process of deriving the two-photon LIF sig-
that the experimental configuration is no different nal expression is similar to that followed above for the
from that of single-photon LIF; both single- and two- single-photon case, only the result is given here. The
photon strategies provide spatially-resolved, species- expression for the temporally integrated two-photon
selective information. As was the case for quantita- LIF signal is
tive, single-photon LIF measurements, a mathemati-
cal model of the two-photon LIF process for the target Q2 A2 1  E2 f F 2(t)dt )fl

species is required to derive gasdynamic flow proper- 4-7rA 21 + Q21 A2(hw) 2  G(2 )fi(T '

ties from the measured signals. (39)

OXYGEN NITROGEN where f F 2 (t)dt represents the integral of the square

PMT Excited State of the laser temporal profile, and the initial population
I1 Excited State 2p2 3p '4,° 86 term fi(T)n accounts for fine level population distri-

Lee G7/ttt3•E 2p2 .,s43 Flow properties derived from LIF signal measurements

60e nmm 21 r are usually obtained by comparing, and thereby cali-
rtbrating, the flow signals with simultaneously measured. Ahsarption AbsPtorpl

At Beam 40c TLIF signals from a reference cell at known thermody-
Prpag•atin• namic conditions. 4 -4 9 For the experiments described

2 2 em 21 cm below, the reference cell is a flow reactor that uses

Grce 2p3
P Gae2p

3 4So a microwave discharge to dissociate a fraction of the
Gt. 2 Grotnd Ja=7/2.I•/,3/t12 molecular gas stream at a known pressure and tein-Stcte State

Fig. 31. Two-photon LIF technique and energy levels perature. The beam propagation path is oriented per-
for P and N that are used in this work. pendicular to the velocity vector so that the transition

line center seen by the reference cell detector is not

A complete derivation of the expression for the mea- Doppler-shifted. Signals are acquired from the flow
sured fluorescence signal resulting from two-photon and the reference cell simultaneously by scanning the
excitation of atomic oxygen is given by Bamford et laser through the transition and recording the mea-
al." The two-photon nature of the excitation process sured fluorescence as a function of the scan wavelength.
is manifested primarily in the stimulated absorption Following a brief description of the optical configura-
rate, (2)L2 tion for the experiments, discussions of specific meth-

b12 ods for measuring velocity, translational temperature,

which now depends on the square of the photon flux and species density using two-photon LIF of atomic

,b. In the above expression the two-photon excitation nitrogen are given. Results of flow property measure-
cross section, (2) is related to the spectrally inte- ments, along with estimated experimental uncertain-
grated cross section, , by ties are then presented for two separate arcjet experi-ments; one with N2 /Ar flow and the other with air/Ar

,(2) ,G(2) (2,) flow. For each test series, further data analysis is
W 12 Gperformed to characterize the flow of the free stream

where G(2) is the second-order coherence factor that based on the LIF measurements. Although LIF mea-

contains the effects of unresolved, ultrafast fluctua- surements have been made in the shock layer, 44 the

tions of the laser excitation pulse on the temporally discussion below will be restricted to free stream mea-

integrated signals.5 1  surements. Finally, findings from the stream charac-
terization experiments are summarized.

Using the same UV laser parameters specified in the
discussion of rate magnitudes for single-photon LIF 3.3.1 E im
above, the stimulated absorption rate can be estimated Stream LIF
for two-photon LIF. For the J = 2 level of atomic Although Fig. 31 depicts the elemental components
oxygen, the spectral two-photon excitation cross sec- required for making LIF measurements, the actual in-

tion for line center excitation50 is 0,(2)= 4.8(10)-41 stallation is more complex. The optical configuration
cm 4 sec. As before the photon flux is 1 p 1024 cm- 2 for the two-photon LIF experiments in the Ames AHF
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Arcjet Facility is shown in Fig. 32. During the arcjet and boxcar unit. Further details on the instrumenta-
experiments, a frequency-doubled, Nd:YAG-pumped tion can be found in Ref. 48.
dye laser is scanned through the absorption transition
(near 211 nm for N or 226 nm for 0) and the resulting 3.3.2 Flow Properties from Two-Photon LIF

fluorescence signal is recorded as a function of wave- Example two-photon LIF signals from atomic nitrogen
length, once the appropriate test conditions have been obtained from the arcjet flow and from the low pres-
attained. Approximately 3 minutes are required to sure flow reactor are shown in Fig. 33. The fluores-
scan a single transition, so the measurements represent cence signals, which arise from pumping the J= 7/2,
time-averaged quantities obtained during steady oper- 3p4 D' +-2p'S' transition of N, are shown as a function
ation of the continuously running arcjet. For the arcjet of the dye laser fundamental wavelength. The broader,
optical path, the beam is delivered to the test cabin noisier LIF signal was obtained from the arcjet flow
through a series of fused silica prisms and a Galilean and the narrower signal was detected in the flow reac-
telescope. The beam is then transmitted through a tor. Both LIF signals were five-pulse averaged by the
fused silica window onto a two-mirror positioner that data acquisition system. A nonlinear, least-squares
orients the beam probe volume at an angle relative to fit to the data using a model of the two-photon ab-
the main flow axis. A PMT with a fast preamplifier de- sorption line shape is also shown for both the reactor
tects the LIF signals through a side window with f/18 and flow signals. The flow reactor conditions given on
optics and a narrow bandpass filter to reduce back- the figure were measured with a pressure transducer
ground light. For these experiments, LIF measure- and thermometer at the reactor, while the arcjet flow
ments were made ; 15 cm downstream of the nozzle conditions were determined from the spectra using an-
exit, and owing to the 1/6 magnification of the col- alytical methods that are described below.
lection optics, the 3 mm aperture restricts the viewed 4 .... .... [ .... .,

length of the laser beam to 18 mm about the central
streamline. Typically, the beam diameter is 1 - 2 mm 3.
and only about 150 pJ of laser pulse energy is delivered R
to the measurement location. 2- FI9F•w: React

Joulemeter
q p=1 torr Yrn,=4,07 knf/s

Boxcar TM

Flow

PMT Reactor 150 0
Cell

"C3enerator 421.980 421.985 421.990

422 nm 2Ilno Dye Wavelength (nm)

Nd:YAG Dye B3O Fig 33. Example spectra from two-photon LIF of N in
Laser Galilean €the flow reactor and the arcjet free stream.

355 no TelescopeA Velocity - In Fig. 33, the central absorption wave-
Heater length of the transition for the arcjet flow is shifted

Test relative to the transition location in the flow reactor.

Oscilloscope fwCabin This Doppler shift is due to the angular orientation of
Vecto" the beam path relative to the axial flow velocity of the

Laser Wave Vector arcjet centerline. Provided that there is no collision-
Fig. 32. Optical configuration for the arcjet two- induced shift and the beam angle relative to the veloc-
photon LIF experiments. ity vector is known, the gas velocity can be determined

from the wavelength shift of the absorption line center
Two other beam paths are shown on Fig. 32. The first using the following relation:

path shows a small portion of the beam being used to cAA

excite single-photon LIF in a room temperature, low v = •A •. (35)
pressure isotopic nitric oxide, N' 5 0, cell. Nitric oxide

is a useful wavelength reference molecule in the ultra- In the above expression, v is the flow velocity, c is the

violet, and the isotopic form is used in this application speed of light, AA is the difference between the arcjet

to obtain a closer spectral overlap between the N)'O flow transition wavelength and the unshifted reference

and atomic transitions." The second additional beam wavelength from the flow reactor, and 0 is the angle

path in Fig. 32 is directed to the flow reactor, which is between the light wave vector and the velocity vector.

used as a temperature and velocity measurement ref- Translational Temperature - The translational
erence, as described above. Fluorescence signals from temperature can be inferred from the Doppler width of
the cell and reactor are also detected with PMTs. Sig- the excitation line profile. Referring again to Fig. 33,
nals from the laser pulse energy meter and all PMTs the spectral width of the transition measured in the ar-
are processed by a computer-controlled preamplifier cjet flow is considerably broader than that measured
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in the flow reactor, which indicates that the arcjet flow the dominant collisional mechanism arises from disper-
temperature is greater than the reactor flow tempera- sion forces, then the collisional broadening and shift
ture. Generally, multiple broadening mechanisms con- should scale thermodynamically as pT-7.52 Thus, for
tribute to the total spectral width of the excitation typical conditions within the arcjet free stream where
line profile. For the arcjet and flow reactor test con- pT-7 << 8(293)-.7 (torr/K 7 ), collisional processes
ditions however, the profile is dominated by the com- should have negligible influence oil the excitation line
bined effect of the laser line width and Doppler broad- shape.
ening. The Doppler broadening contribution for an Species Concentration - The spectrally integrated
unknown flow temperature can be deconvolved from LIF signal is proportional to the concentration of the
the total transition line width by determining the laser absorbing species in the laser probe volume. In pre-
line width from an excitation profile measured at a vious publications of AHF arcjet LIF measurements,
known temperature. Once the transition line widths the N atom concentrations were presented as relative
have been derived from spectral fits to the line shapes, values, because there had been no measurement of the
the translational temperature is obtained from the fol- absolute two-photon excitation cross section for the
lowing relation transition.4 In a series of recent experiments, both

the excitation cross section fot this transition, -(2)2 u12

MyC ,)] and the second order coherence factor, G(2), for the
T 81n(2)knAi b - laser used in these experiments have been measured. A

(36) preliminary value of the spectrally integrated 0-(2)G(2)

where MN is the molecular weight of N, k is Boltz- 12
product for the J= 7/2, 3p 4 D' <--2p4 S' transition of

mann s constant, A is Avogadro's number, P, is the N in the favorable detection orientation (2.81(10o)-3
transition central wavenumber in cm- 1 , the Avjlj are cm 4-rad) is used in this work to convert relative N
the relevant line width values (FWHM), and the sub- atom concentration measurements to absolute values.
scripts identify the widths as either Flow, Reactor, To- The orientation of the detection optics must be consid-
tal, or Doppler. ered because the N atom fluorescence is polarized.5

I I I Additional measurements that quantify the pump laser

44x10- 3 O 0 0C characteristics, light detection efficiency, and upper
E 1 state lifetime are required to convert the spectrally

2-0000 0 0 0 0- integrated fluorescence signals to absolute species con-1 centrations. The upper state lifetime, robs is used to
1 0-0AX, account for collisional quenching of the fluorescence

I I I signal, and it is measured during the excitation scan
2 4 6 8 using a fast digital oscilloscope. Other parameters, in-
Reactor Pressure (torr) eluding the laser pulse energy in the cabin, Ep, its

spatial distribution, Ap, and the laser pulse temporal
Fig. 34. Measured transition spacing, A, and width, profile, f F 2(t)dt, were measured daily. Finally, the
AA, in the N/N 2 flow reactor as a function of the cell detection system calibration factor, D, was measured
pressure. Note that there is no increase in either pa- in a Raman scattering experiment (in the manner de-
rameter with increasing pressure. scribed in Ref. 54) once the flow measurements were

Collisional Effects - Since velocity and translational completed. With these additional measurements, the

temperature are determined from spectral fits to the absolute N density can be obtained by rearranging the
rate equation solution for two-photon excitation givenmeasured two-photon excitation line shape, the influ- i q 3)aoe

ence of collisional effects was investigated by record- in Eq. (34) above,
ing the excitation line shape in the room temperature, 47r 7,.d Ap (hl) 2  [ SN_ d
N/N 2-flow reactor at various pressures. The excita- DN D ob f F2 (t)dt G(2)c2) J E (w)d (37)
tion line shapes were then fit with the spectral model, 12 P

and the location and width of the N atom transition where Trad is the radiative lifetime (43 ± 3 ns)5 5 of the
were determined from the fit. The transition loca- transition, and SN is the LIF signal in V.
tion was measured relative to the wavelength of the
P1 (6) rotational transition of the Ni50_fl (2*--0) vi- 3.3.3 Two-Photon LIF Measurements in

brational band. Results from these tests are shown N 2/Argon Flows

in Fig. 34, where the relative N atom transition lo- Test Conditions - Two-photon, N atom LIF rea-
cation, A (nm), and transition width, AA. (anm), are surements were conducted during three different facil-
shown as function of cell pressure. Neither the loca- ity runs at two different heater pressures for N2/Ar
tion or the width change significantly as the pressure flows. The two different pressures were nominally 2.4
is varied from 0.4 to 8 torr at room temperature. If and 4.8 atm, and the currents were varied from about
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1200 A at the lower pressure to about 2200 A at the the Doppler-shifted and unshifted wavelengths from
higher pressure. An attempt was made to acquire mea- the spectral fits to the data.
surements at four different arc current values during a
single facility run at each of the two heater pressures. I I I , ,
However, at the lower pressure two separate runs were 5.0-required to obtain the measurements owing to opera- .•4.5- • • <
tional instability of the steam vacuum system during

extremely hot weather. Geometrically, the arcjet was
configured with a 6 cm diameter heater, a 3.8 cm diam- 3.5-
eter throat, and a 30.5 cm nozzle exit diameter, which 5 3.02
gave an area expansion ratio of 64. Facility operat- 2.5 0 4.8 atm
ing conditions for these tests are summarized in Table 2.0] I
II, and the uncertainty in the parameters is currently 1200 14'00 16'00 1800 2000 2200

estimated to be z 5% of the listed value.

Table II. Arcjet test conditions for LIF experiments Arc Current (A)

in N2/Ar flow.

Arcjet Run Conditions Fig. 35. Arcjet free stream velocities as a function of

Run Pressure Current Voltage arc current at two different heater pressures.

atm A V
21 2.44 1165 3732 Translational Temperature Measurements -

2.50 1388 3565 Translational temperatures obtained from the mea-
22 2.35 1563 3263 sured spectral width of the two-photon transition of

2.39 1771 3165 N are presented in Fig. 36. The measured values were
23 4.78 1556 5626 derived using Eq. (36), and are shown as a function

4.86 1782 5408 of the arc current for the two different heater pres-
4.73 1964 4981 sures. As before, the circles denote the 2.4 atm val-
4.80 2197 4826 ues and the diamonds represent the 4.8 atm measure-

ments. Measured translational temperatures range
For each measurement, the arc current was adjusted from about 800 to 1800 K. Given the estimated un-
and a scan was taken when the facility condition sta- certainty level, which is 25% of the measured value, it
bilized. Once the spectral scan was acquired for a cur- is difficult to distinguish trends for temperature as a
rent setting, the next condition was set. Flow property function of arc current. Generally, the temperatures at
measurements from these tests are presented below as the higher pressure are greater than those at the lower
functions of the arcjet control variables, pressure and pressure, which would be consistent with the greater
arc current. Uncertainty estimates for each flow prop- sound speed indicated by the velocity measurements
erty measurement were obtained using the approach (assuming the local Mach number does not change
outlined in the introduction along with the expres- significantly with pressure). The ability to accurately
sions derived above that relate the properties to the determine the spectral widths of somewhat noisy LIF
measured signals. signals is again the leading contribution to the uncer-

Velocity Measurements - Velocities measured in tainty.

the free stream of the arcjet flow at each operating
condition are shown in Fig. 35. Measured values were I I
obtained from the excitation spectra using Eq. (35). 0 2.4 atmn
On the figure, the velocities are shown as a function - 2000- 1 4.8 atmiT
of the arc current, and the circular symbols represent 2 1500-
measurements at the 2.4 atm heater pressure, while WR .t
the diamond symbols represent 4.8 atm pressure val- &. 1000- .

Eues. The measured velocities range from about 3.8 to E2 500-
4.8 km/s, and two interesting trends are apparent in
the data. First, for a given heater pressure, there does 0-
not appear to be a significant increase in the stream 1200 1600 2000
velocity as the arc current is increased. Second, when
pressure is increased, flow velocity appears to increase.
Currently, the estimated uncertainty in the velocities
is about 6% of the measured value, owing mainly to Fig. 36. Measured translational temperatures in the
the uncertainty in determining the difference between arcjet free stream as a function of arc current.
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Table III. Beam and collection parameters for [N] may provide information about the chemical freezing
measurements, process that occurs in the nozzle. As current is in-
Parameter Value Units creased at constant pressure, [N] increases in the free

G(2) 0-(2) 2.81(i0)-35 cm 4 rad stream, which may indicate that changing the arc cur-
D 1.93(10o)- V-cm-sr rent at these conditions does not change the point at
Ap .029 cm 2  which [N] freezes. Energy added to the flow by in-
f F 2 (t)di 1.91(10)8 s-1 creasing the discharge current increases N2 dissocia-
hv 9.415(10)-19 j tion rather than increasing the kinetic energy of the

stream. When pressure is increased, v increases, which
N Concentrations - Absolute and relative N atom may indicate that the [N] freeze point in the nozzle
number density measurements are shown in Fig. 37 changes due to the increased collisional frequency at
for the variable current, constant pressure arcjet tests. the higher pressure. This change in the chemical freez-
The absolute [N] values (circles and diamonds) are ing location may provide more kinetic energy to the
shown as a function of arc current, while the relative flow. Although [N] clearly increases with increasing
values (squares and triangles) are shown at currents pressure, some of this increase can be attributed to
that are shifted by 40 A for clarity. The measured the increased stream density. With additional infor-
absolute [N] values were obtained from the spectrally mation from facility instrumentation, these LIF-based
integrated, free-stream LIF signals using Eq. (37). measurements can provide further information about
Values of the laser pulse spatial and temporal charac- the thermochemical state of the free stream.
teristics, the detection calibration constant, and other Table IV. Fluorescence lifetimes, pitot pressures, and
parameters used to convert the integrated signals from mass flow rates for the arcjet tests.
these measurements to absolute N concentrations are .

given in Table III. Observed fluorescence lifetimes that Lifetims & Fclt M se nRun ros pp TOT mtA,
were recorded during the measurements at each con-
dition are given in Table IV. Measured values of [N] 21 36.2 40.4 0.10 0.03
range from 4(10)15 to 11(10)15 cm- 3 . Currently, the 36.2 40.4 0.10 0.03
uncertainty in the [N] measurements is estimated to 33.8 41.2 0.10 0.03
be about 28%. Nearly all of this uncertainty is intro- 22 33.3 39.7 0.11 0.03
duced in the conversion of relative to absolute values, 34.7 40.1 0.11 0.03

with the uncertainty in G(2)01 (2 ) P 25% as the lead- 23 33.7 69.0 0.19 0.03

ing contributor. In contrast, the uncertainty in the 34.5 70.0 0.19 0.03

relative [N] values is only about 5% of the measured 36.3 68.0 0.20 0.03
value; therefore, trends in the measurements can be 37.0 67.9 0.20 0.03
inferred from the variation in the relative values. For Stream Characterization - To calculate N mass
both the low pressure (squares) and high pressure (tri- fractions and other flow properties from the LIF-
angles) cases, there appears to be a trend of increasing fractinsd otherl properti es from iF-
[N] with arc current. At the higher pressure, for which determined stream properties requires additional in-the total mass flow has also increased, the [N] values formation from facility measurements of mass flow and
are all consistently greater than the values for the lower pitot pressure. These quantities are summarized in

Table IV for each run and the uncertainties are cur-
pressure case. rently estimated to be between 5 and 10% of the values

•E 12x10 1 5" O 2.4 atm 425 given. The total mass flow rate, rhT, and the argon

10 I 1x-.5 mass flow rate, rhA,, were determined from the mani-A 4.8 atrn -5 fold pressures based on earlier facility tests.5 6 Also,4am flat-faced cylinder with a pressure tap was placed in

6- -. 5 2 the test stream to measure the impact, or pitot pres-
S 6- [-15 sure behind the shock. By rearranging the supersonic

1200 - 1.0 Rayleigh formula for pitot pressure57 and making use

1200 16'00 2000 of the LIF measurement of velocity, the total stream

Arc Current (A) density, p, can be obtained,

Fig. 37. Absolute and relative [N] as a function of arc P = 2 --• -- (+ 2  for M»>>1.
current. The relative values, denoted by the squares (38)
and triangles, are shifted by 40 A from the absolute Note that density is only a weak function of y, and that
values.30

ys only changes by about 30% going from a molecular to
For the two flow properties measured with the low- completely dissociated gas. Thus from the measured
est uncertainty, v and relative [N], trends in the data pitot pressure, velocity, and an estimate of y (Pt 1.45)
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the stream density can be calculated. This allows a at higher chamber pressure. Note that the degree of
determination of the N mass fraction, wg, from N dissociation, aN = WN/(WN + WN 2 ), 58 on the free

stream centerline is substantial, ranging from .33 to
W = N (39) .56 for these test conditions.

PflA
I I I I

0.7-
Assuming that the ion and excited electronic level pop- _0.6 0 4.8 atm

ulations are negligible, the mass fractions of the re- B 0.5
maining flow constituents can be determined from • 0.4 Ti.

S0.3

WAr = m", (40) 0.23
0.1-

an I I Iand 12'00 14'00 16'00 18 0 2000 22'00

WN: 1 WAr - WN.

Using the constituent mass fractions, a closer estimate Arc Current (A)

of -y can be developed by iterating between Eq. (38) Fig. 38. Atomic nitrogen mass fraction as a function
and the above relations, although there is no informa- of arc current in the arcjet free stream.
tion on N2 vibration, as discussed below.

Table V. Constituent specific heats, gas constants The total flow enthalpies determined from the mea-
and molar masses used in Eqs. (39),(41), and (42). sured flow properties using Eq. (41) are given in

Fig. 39. Values range from 16 ± 3 MJ/kg at the low-
N2/Ar Flow Species Thermodynamic Properties est current of the low pressure test to 28 ± 6 MJ/kg

Species Cpi -Ri Mi at the highest current of the high pressure test case.
MJ/kg-K MJ/kg-K kg/mol For both values of the heater pressure, the total en-

Ar 2 .5RAr 208 .040 thalpy appears to increase with increasing arc current,
N 2.5RN 594 .014 as expected.

N2  4.5RN2  297 .028
0 2.5Ro 519.6 .016 35- I I

Assuming that N2 vibration is fully excited, the to- - 30-_
tal flow enthalpy can then be calculated from the I

.25-,smeasured values of velocity, translational temperature,
and the derived mass fractions, .- 20-

2 15 24atm
hT = 4)K 4.8 atmhT "-E wicpiT +t 2 WN R•Ný, dN, (41) 10

1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
where cp is the specific heat and edN is the char-
acteristic dissociation temperature of N (113,000 K, Arc Current (A)

Ref. 58). As will be shown below, the contribution Fig. 39. Total enthalpy on the arcjet free stream cen-
of the thermal mode, which includes vibrational en- terline as a function of the arc current.
ergy, to the total flow enthalpy is quite small. Note
that the free stream LIF-based approach to determin- The fractional contributions of the separate modes to
ing the enthalpy provides the apportionment among the total enthalpy are plotted in Fig. 40. For these
the chemical, thermal, and kinetic modes directly. test conditions, the dominant contributions to the to-

Using the above relations and values for the constants tal enthalpy come from the N2 dissociation, or chem-
that are given in Table V, values of the mass frac- ical mode, and the kinetic mode. The total thermal
tions and total enthalpies were determined for the ar- contribution to the free stream flow enthalpy is always
cjet tests. The N mass fractions are shown in Fig. 38 less than 10% . This suggests that even a fully-excited
as a function of arc current for the tests at the two N2 vibrational contribution (with T, = 2Ttr) to the to-
different heater pressures. Now the effect of the in- tal enthalpy would be less than 1%, so the penalty for
creased stream density at the higher chamber pressure the assumption of full excitation in the preceding anal-
is more apparent, and wN may actually decrease as ysis appears to be small. This plot also shows which
pressure is increased at constant current. This would flow properties need to be measured most accurately,
support the earlier suggestion of increased N recom- v and [N], to improve the precision of the enthalpy
bination arising from the greater collision frequency determination.
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I F levels that resulted from dilution of the N population

.o 1.0 o Thermal by atomic oxygen.
= A Kinetic
. 0.8 o Chemical , , I _

0.6 5.0-'0.6- 0> -< ¢• 1 4. 5-
0 4.0-S0.2o
>0 . 3.5-

50.0- 0__ _ _ __ _ _ _ aoa. 0.0
T -I 3.0- 0 2.4 atm, run l-

"1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 > D 2.4atm, run 15]
C 2.5

Arc Current (A) 2.0" * 4.8 atm

Fig. 40. Fractional distribution of the total centerline 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
enthalpy as a function of the arc current. Arc Current (A)

Additional properties that were determined for the Fig. 41. Arcjet free stream velocities as a function of
tests are the flow Mach number, M = v/ yRT, arc current at two different heater pressures.
which ranged from 4.2 to 6.2, and the static pressure, Velocity Measurements - Velocity measurements
Ps = pRT, which varied from 0.9 to 2.8 torr. as a function of arc current are shown in Fig. 41 for

3.3.4 Two-Photon LIF Measuremnents in the three runs at constant pressure. The lower pres-

Air/Argon Flows sure (2.4 atm nominal) results from two different runs
are denoted by the open circles and squares, while the

Flow property and stream characterization measure- results from the higher pressure run are represented
ments obtained using two-photon LIF of N have also by the solid diamonds. Uncertainties for the veloc-
been performed for air/Ar test gas flows in the same ity measurements are about ± 7%, and measurements
arcjet facility. Results from these experiments are dis- from the two lower pressure runs agree to within this
cussed below. amount. The lower pressure data appear to indicate

Test Conditions - Two sets of LIF measurements in increasing velocity with increasing current for each
run, while the higher pressure measurements appear

air/argon gas mixtures were obtained for variable cur- to in e the oite tren Thssugests athe
rentseting attwodiferet nminl cnstictr pes- to indicate the opposite trend. This suggests that the

rent settings at two different nominal constrictor pres- arc current has little effect on flow velocity. However,
sures, 2.4 and 4.8 atm. An additional set of measure- all of the velocities from the higher pressure run are
ments was acquired at the lower pressure. For all three greater than for the lower pressure cases. Both obser-
runs, the geometric configuration of the arcjet facility vations are consistent with trends noted in previous
was identical to that mentioned earlier for the N2/Ar experiments. 48 ,49

tests. Facility operating conditions for the three tests
are summarized in Table VI. O 2.4 atm, run IlI2 00-[ 2.4 atm, runl1
Table VI. Test conditions in the AHF Arcjet for the 2000 2.4 atm, run 15

variable current, constant pressure LIF experiments in 2u 2000- * 4.8 atm

air/Ar flows. 1500-

________ Arcjet Run Conditions 1000
Run Pressure Current Voltage

atm A V
11 2.44 1149 3198 0 *

2.51 1333 3115 1200 1600 2000

2.58 1556 3067 Arc Current (A)
15 2.43 1130 3218
15 2.37 1357 2991 Fig. 42. Measured translational temperatures in the

2.43 1545 2926 arcjet free stream as a function of arc current.

2.46 1761 2855 Translational Temperature Measurements -
19 4.78 1836 4454 Measured flow translational temperatures that were

4.86 2016 4309 derived from the N atom transition line width are

4.80 2237 4206 shown in Fig. 42, using the same symbol convention
to denote the separate runs. Owing to the high un-

For the results reported below, the uncertainties in certainty, which is 30 % of the measured value, it is
the measured flow properties are greater than those difficult to discern trends in translational temperature
for the N2 /Ar flow results owing to the reduced signal with increasing arc current, although the mean value
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of measured translational temperature is higher for the absolute concentration values are a critical component
higher pressure, higher current conditions than for the of the further analysis of the thermochemical state of
lower conditions. Measured values from the two lower the flow.
pressure tests generally agree to within their estimated , , I ,

u 10x10" O 2.4 atm, run l I
uy E 2.4 atm, run 15

N Concentration Measurements - In contrast 8

to the velocity and translational temperature, consis- 6F

tent trends of increasing relative N atom concentra- T
tion with increasing arc current were observed for both 4# 4-
lower pressure and higher pressure tests, as shown in 1
Fig. 43. Relative N concentrations that are normal- 1200 14'00 16'00 18'00 2000 2200i

ized to the value measured at the lowest current are
shown as a function of arc current. Because [N] is Arc Current (A)
determined from the spectral integration of the ab- Fig. 44. Absolute [N] as a function of arc current.
sorption line shape, the lower N atom LIF signal for
air/argon flows has less of an impact on the concen- amp tion it the an ofecentain
tration measurements. The low pressure test results assumptions, it is possible to make an assessment of
show a lower rate of increase in relative concentration the total stream enthalpy on the flow centerline using
with increasing current than the 4.8 atm results. At the LIF measurement results. The approach is similar

the lowest current of the high pressure test case, the to that outlined above for N2/Ar flow experiments.

relative [N] is lower than that of the highest current However, the expression for the free stream enthalpy

of the lower pressure test. This may be attributed to given by Eq. (41) must be modified to account for the

increased recombination in the nozzle resulting from presence of atomic oxygen,

the higher pressure. h = v 2 /2 + WNRNedN + wORoedO + E wicPjT"
I I I I , I(42)

0 2.4 atm, run 1 I This expression again represents the sum of the con-
2 24.8 atmn tributions of the different modes; kinetic, chemical,

*14.8 atm [and thermal; to the total enthalpy. The characteris-
= + tic dissociation temperature used in the above expres-

- 1.0 IDTh * sion is OdO = 59,500 from Ref. 57. As with N2/argon

0.5- flows, the velocity and translational temperature are
obtained directly from the LIF measurements, while

1200 14'00 16'00 18'00 2000 22'00 the mass fractions require input from additional facil-

Arc Current (A) ity measurements. Values of total mass flow and argon
mass flow that were derived from manifold pressures

Fig. 43. Relative [N] as a function of arc current. for the current tests are given in Table VII, along with

Absolute N concentrations are plotted as a function of pitot pressure measurements.

arc current in Fig. 44 using symbol conventions that Table VII. Fluorescence lifetimes, pitot pressures,
are consistent with the preceding figures. Upper state and mass flow .rates for the air/argon flow tests.

observed lifetime measurements, which are required to Lifetimes & Facility Measurements
account for collisional quenching in calculating the [N] Run 'robs Pp rhT mhAr

values, are given in Table VII. For these experiments, ns torr kg/s kg/s
only a limited number of lifetime measurements were 11 35.0 40.4 0.110 0.030
made, so mean lifetime values were calculated for the 35.0 42.3 0.110 0.030
lower and higher pressure cases and applied to all the 35.0 44.1 0.110 0.030
measurements. As noted in earlier work, 48 the ob- 15 35.0 42.6 0.105 0.030
served lifetimes indicate that collisional quenching is 35.0 42.1 0.105 0.030
relatively weak at these test conditions. Uncertainty 35.0 42.5 0.105 0.030
in the product of the two-photon absorption cross sec- 35.0 42.6 0.105 0.030
tion and the second order coherence factor for the laser 19 33.1 70.7 0.200 0.030
was again the leading contributor to the total uncer- 33.1 70.1 0.200 0.030
tainty in the absolute N concentration measurements. 33.1 69.8 0.200 0.030
Currently, the uncertainty in these absolute [N] mea-
surements is estimated to be about 30 %, which is con- The argon mass fraction values for these tests were de-
siderably greater than the uncertainty in the relative termined from the ratio of measured argon mass flow
[N] values. Despite the relatively large uncertainty, the to the total mass flow. For all of the tests conducted
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to date there has been no evidence to suggest that any using Eq. (42) and the constants given in Table VIII.
oxygen-bearing molecular species are present in the The results are shown in Fig. 46. Values range from 16
stream. Therefore, the assumption is made that oxy- MJ/kg at the lowest current of the low pressure test to
gen is completely dissociated, wo 2 = 0, which allows 26 MJ/kg at the highest current of the high pressure
the 0 atom mass fraction to be determined from the test case. As with the N2 /Ar results, the total en-
total mass flow, thalpy appears to increase with increasing arc current.

Uncertainties in the total enthalpies are currently esti-
wo = .21(MO2/Mair)(1 - WAr), (43) mated to be about ± 30 % of the derived values, based

on the propagation of the primary variable uncertain-
where Mi are the species molar masses. A further ties through Eq. (42). Since the uncertainty contribu-
discussion of oxygen dissociation is given below. tions from the measured parameters are weighted by

Atomic nitrogen mass fraction values were determined their fractional contribution to the total enthalpy, the

using the same method presented above for N2/Ar leading contributors to the uncertainty are the velocity

flows, which involved determining the stream density and absolute nitrogen concentration.

from the pitot pressure measurements using Eq. (38) 1 1 I

and then using the stream density and [N] measure- 30 T
ments in Eq. (39). The N2 mass fraction is then cal- -T
culated from Iii --= 20-U~

WN2 : -WA, -- WN -- WO. 0 . trnl
07 4 r 2.4 atm, run410

WN~l~cWN O. " 10l 2.4 atm, runl0. -I I • 0 I 4. atm0.7 0 2 1.4 atm, Irun 11 0 4U 0 4. , ,

.2 0.6- E] 2.4atm, run 15 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
t,.d 0.5- 4.8 atm

X Arc Current (A)

• 0.3 • + Fig. 46. Total enthalpy on the arcjet free stream cen-
Z 0.2- 1 terline as a function of the arc current.

0.1
1 1For these air/Ar flow test conditions, the dominant

1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 contributions to the total enthalpy come from the

Arc Current (A) N2 dissociation (WNRN 2 OdN), and the kinetic energy(v2 /2). The total thermal contribution (Z wicpiT) to
Fig. 45. Nitrogen atomic mass fraction as a function the free stream flow enthalpy is again less than 10% at
of arc current in the arcjet free stream, all of the test conditions. This suggests that the vibra-

Atomic nitrogen mass fractions derived from the ab- tional contribution is also negligible for air/Ar flows at

solute [N] and velocity measurements are shown in these conditions.

Fig. 45 for the three air/Ar runs. Trends for each Oxygen Dissociation Level - The recent LIF mea-
of the runs are similar to those described in the [N] surements have been directed toward developing and
measurements. However, the effect of the increased demonstrating the ability to measure enthalpy in the
stream density at the higher chamber pressure is more free stream using two-photon excitation of N. 4 s' 49 To
apparent, and wN may actually decrease as pressure is use this approach for air/Ar flow mixtures, oxygen is
increased at (nearly) constant current. This is consis- assumed to be fully dissociated. Based on the results
tent with the idea of increased N recombination arising of the [N] measurements and the derived dissociation
from the greater collision frequency at higher nozzle levels, the amount of nitrogen dissociation is substan-
pressure. Note that the degree of N dissociation, aN, tial (aN = .26 - .62). Since it is energetically easier
on the free stream centerline is again substantial, rang- to dissociate oxygen, the degree of oxygen dissociation
ing from .26 to .62 for these test conditions. should be greater than that of nitrogen.

As with the N2/Ar flow case, there is no information Additional information on the state of oxygen in the
about the vibrational state of N2 in the nonequilibrium arcjet free stream can be found from the results of
air/Ar flow. However, the same assumption is made experiments undertaken to assess NO populations.44
here that the N2 vibrational energy mode is fully ex- During those tests, no laser-induced emission was
cited, which gives the maximum possible specific heat detected from either the NO-iy system or the 02
for N2. Schumann-Runge bands, which both have a large num-

Total centerline flow enthalpies near the nozzle exit ber of ro-vibrational transitions near 226 nm.59 Based
were determined from the measured flow properties on their single-photon LIF detectability, a conservative
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estimate of approximately 1013 cm- 3 can be placed on sibility of 0 atom metastable state populations should
the upper population limits for NO and 02. be investigated further.

From these observations, it was expected that all of
the oxygen population would appear as ground state z 30-

( 3P) atomic oxygen. Thus, a comparison between the
absolute [0] measurements from the earlier LIF exper- 2)

iments of Ref. 47 and values calculated from the facil- 10 o 4atm,runll
ity mass flow correlations should support this premise. n. 2.4 atm, run 15
These [0] measurements were carried out by measur- rj 01 4.8 atmI II I

ing the total LIF signal of a single fine-level transition 11 12 13 14 15 16

(J"=2) and using the Doppler width based tempera-

ture measurement to account for the fractional popu- Bulk h (MJ/kg)
lation residing in the other fine levels of the 3 p ground Fig. 48. Measured centerline enthalpies as a function
state. Results from the measurements are shown in of calculated bulk enthalpies for the air/Ar flows.
Fig. 47, along with calculated population levels de- Comparison with Bulk Enthalpy - Although the
rived from the facility mass flow correlations (Eq. (38), efficiency of the constricted are heater has not been
above). Both measured and calculated [0] values are measured recently for the AHF, measured values ob-
shown as a function of chamber pressure, to be consis- tained remently or ite a rc heasu re ued
tent with the original presentation of the data.47 At all tamned from a similar constricted arc heater were used
but the lowest pressure conditions, the LIF measure- testimol
ments indicate a lower [0] value than expected from relation,
the facility data. hB -= (44)

MT
1000[501, I I 4 Figure 48 shows the LIF-measured centerline en-

0 [0], Eq. 4 thalpies as a function of the bulk enthalpy values cal-
0.8 0 [0], measured culated from the facility correlations for the three dif-

o 0.6- 0 ferent constant pressure, variable current test cases.

0.4- 0 For each test, the measured centerline enthalpy value
.© 02appears to increase with increasing bulk enthalpy. The

< I.- change in measured centerline enthalpy from the low-
est current, lowest pressure condition to the highest

10 2'0 30 40 50 60 current, highest pressure condition is 62 %, while the

Heater Chamber Pressure (psia) change in bulk enthalpy calculated over these same
conditions was 60 %. While this agreement in the

Fig. 47. Comparison of measured and calculated [0] relative enthalpy change is noteworthy, the measured

as a function of the heater pressure for tests in the enthalpy values on the flow centerline are typically 30

61 cm diameter nozzle. (Note that Eq. (4) refers to to 50 % greater thin the corresponding bulk enthalpy

Eq. (38).) values. This may indicate a nonuniform enthalpy dis-
tribution in the stream, but further confirmation by

Assuming that the facility correlations are reliable, it off-centerline measurements is required.
is possible that the total 0 atom population may be
under-measured by the LIF approach owing to popu-
lations in the two low-lying, metastable singlet states, The stream information derived from the LIF exper-
1D and 1S. Since these two states do not have an al- iments illustrates the advantage of making spatially
lowed optical transition path to the 3 p state, popu- resolved measurements using a major flow species.
lations can build up as a result of optical transitions For arcjet flows in particular, probing the most en-
from higher electronic levels and remain trapped due ergetic dissociation product allows a determination of
to the essentially collisionless free stream environment, the chemical energy in the stream. Moreover, in com-
Significant metastable state populations would not af- bination with the species concentration, the additional
fect the assumption of full 02 dissociation, but would LIF-based flow property measurements yield a mea-
affect the overall energy balance since the amount 6f sure of the stream enthalpy and the distribution of en-
energy carried by the 0 atoms is greater for the 'D ergy among the kinetic, chemical, and thermal modes.
and 1S levels. If all of the [0] difference is assumed to A measurement of the total enthalpy alone is impor-
lie in the highest energy state, then the centerline en- tant, because credible flow simulations and analyses
thalpy values calculated using Eq. (42) would increase are not possible without it. By knowing the distribu-
by up to 6 %. While this amount is within the current tion of energy and the flow mass fractions, the degree
uncertainty of the centerline enthalpy values, the pos- of nonequilibrium of the free stream in an arcjet flow
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can be largely quantified, although there is as yet no resolved radial temperature profile measurements in
information on the vibrational temperature. the shock layer represent an important first step in

From the analysis of the LIF measurements obtained in this process. These measurements showed agreement

the Ames AHF Arcjet Facility, it appears that there is between the three temperatures; T, T, and T'; over

more stream energy in the kinetic and chemical modes a fairly large shock layer region at the low pressure,

that in the thermal mode. When the current is in- low current condition. This suggests that the gas is

creased at nearly constant pressure, only the N con- in thermal equilibrium at a lower shock layer pressure

centration appears to change significantly. Compar- than was expected. As mentioned above, further work
to assess the chemical state of the gas in this region ofisons between measured and calculated 0 concentra-

tions indicate that the flow may be even more energetic the shock layer is ongoing, and some of this effort is

than the N LIF measurements imply, since some of the directed toward relating the conditions of this test to

metastable, singlet states of 0 may be populated ill the appropriate flight environment. Finding a region

high-enthalpy air flows, of thermal equilibrium, and possibly chemical equilib-
rium, within the shock layer provides a foundation for

Future work with the LIF instrumentation will be di- further characterization of the shock layer flow, and,
rected toward assessing the magnitude of possible flow more importantly, a basis for interpreting test results
property gradients in the radial direction in the free without having to make assumptions about the state
stream. In addition, excitation strategies are being of the test gas reaching the surface.
developed to attempt to quantify possible metastable

stat poulatonsandvibrtioal empeatues.These admittedly intermediary and preliminary find-state populations and vibrational temperatures.
ings have not yet made a convincing case for the use

4. Summary of Arejet Characterization Using of arcjets as aerothermodynamic ground test facilities.
Optical Diagnostics It also appears likely that the possibility of perform-
Recall that one of goals of these lectures was to argue a ing aerothermodynamic tests in arcjet facilities will de-
Rcallstht f o nerofgoalsof the sedynmic lectures was ar gtes a pend on the operating conditions and the test configu-
case for aerothermodynamic testing in arcjet facilities, ration. However, the results acquired from the optical
In this context, the term aerothermodynamic refaers diagnostic measurements in a prototypical large-scale
to testing that involves more than simply measuring arcjet test facility argue strongly for further careful
the thermal response of a material to a measured, but measurements to continue toward this goal.
not necessarily known heat flux. Where does this ar-
gument stand in light of results from recent experi- 5. Acknowledgements
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